Index

A

accountability skill  
characteristics, 325  
and independent reading, 14  
Keep the Book in the Book Talk, 327, 334  
staying accountable to the text, 285, 334
acting, role-play, 170, 172
actions by characters  
as basis for inferences, 178–79  
as basis for understanding themes, 206  
as clue to feelings, 166, 188  
empathizing with, 177  
impacts on other characters, 203  
as key to character traits, 180  
understanding motive, 178  
unusual, as source of information, 181
Actions, Outcomes, Response, 193, 203
Act It to Storytell It, 23, 30
activating prior knowledge skill. See prior knowledge skill
active listening/active listening skill  
characteristics, 325  
paraphrasing and, 331
strategies  
Listen and Respond, 327, 329  
Listen with Your Whole Body, 327, 328  
Say Back What You Heard, 327, 331  
Say Something Meaningful, 327, 342
active reading, 374
Add Up Facts to Determine Main Idea, 221, 232
agreement/similarity, transition words for, 357
Aha Moment, 193, 214
alphabet books, 22
“also,” as a connector, 303
analogy  
comparing information using, 264  
decoding unfamiliar words, 90
Analyzing Historical Contexts, 133, 160
“and,” as a connector, 303, 320
Angled Summaries for Highlighting Deeper Ideas in Plot, 133, 145
Answering Questions, 249, 267
antonyms, 320
appearance, physical, noting, 176
Apply Your Word Study to Book Reading, 79, 90
arguments. See also debating skill  
and disagreeing respectfully, 327, 338, 348, 374  
and recognizing/evaluating different perspectives, 231  
respectful, 348  
articles (newspaper and magazine)  
Main topic(s) and Idea(s) goal  
Paraphrase Chunks, Then Put It Together, 221, 228  
Sketch in Chunks, 221, 229
paraphrasing sections of, 228  
sketching sections of, 229
understanding key details, 248  
The Art of Slow Reading: Six Time-Honored Practices for Engagement (Newkirk), 74
Ask Questions, Form Ideas, 47, 59, 221, 225
Assessing Comprehension Thinking Strategies (Keene), 132
assessments. See also specific goals
approaches to, 10
comprehension of nonfiction, 219–20
evaluating understanding of goals  
accuracy, integrating information, 77–78  
characters, 163–64  
conversational, 326  
fluency, 105–6  
key details, 247–48
decoding unfamiliar words, 90
levels of engagement, 45
plot and setting goal, 131–32
readiness for reading, 21–22
text features, 272
text features knowledge, 271–72
themes and ideas, 190–92
vocabulary knowledge, 297–98
writing about reading, 351–52
running record approach, 77–78
standardized, current status, 19
asterisks  
flagging important notes, 335  
identifying important ideas, 261
in texts, paying attention to, 153
attention skills  
expanding, 49–50
and focusing, 257
Mind Over Matter, 47, 60
and noticing shifting attention, 50–52
attitude, positive, 60
Atwell, Nancie, 45
authors, published  
cues to intent and meaning, 43, 120, 128, 236, 242
hearing the voice of, 74
point of view/perspective, 231, 242, 269
prior knowledge of, 54
and reader’s role in providing meaning, 230
recognizing author’s intention, 43
using quotes from, to write about reading, 367
word choices, 311, 322
and writers of historical fiction, 160
automaticity skill  
and fluency, 105
and phase-level reading, 122
strategies  
Read It Like You’ve Always Known It, 107, 108
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big ideas. See Main Topic(s) and Idea(s) goal (nonfiction); Themes and Ideas goal (fiction)

biography
Character goal, Consider Character in Context, 165, 187

Key Details goal, Keying In to What's Important (Biographies), 249, 265

process of reading and understanding, 236

purpose of facts and details, 265

topics and subtopics, 235

Bittman, Mark, xii-xiii

Blachowicz, Camille, 297

blended words, sounding out, 91

Blind Spots, 165, 189

blurbs, back cover

as guide to themes, 207

information about the book on, 143

body language skill. See also expression skill

demonstrating attention when listening, 328

described, 325

eye contact, 328, 332

facial expressions, 30, 36, 168

and nodding to show interest, 328–29

nonverbal indicators, 332

and showing concentration, 328

strategies

Listen with Your Whole Body, 327, 328

Taking Turns Without Raising Hands, 327, 332

when reading aloud, 34

when talking like a character, 36

bolded text

Bold Words Signal Importance, 273, 280

purpose, 280

for unfamiliar words, 305

book choice skill. See also reading materials and specific text levels

importance for generating interest in reading, 2

strategies

Choose Books with Your Identity in Mind, 47, 63

B

back covers, information about text on, 143, 207

background knowledge. See prior knowledge

backstories, 152

Back Up, Revise, 23, 32

Back Up Ideas About Characters with Evidence, 165, 171

balanced conversation skill
described, 325

Invite Quieter Voices, 327, 330

balanced literacy approaches, 13

Basal Reader/Anthology literacy framework, 14

Be a Coach to Your Partner, 79, 84

Be Alert for Word Choice, 299, 322

Be an Explorer Who Finds Treasures in Books, 23, 24

Beck, Isabel, 321

“Beginners Need Some Decoding Skills to Read Words by Analogy” (Ehri and Robbins), 90

beginning-middle-end

and storytelling, 33

and summarizing stories, 137

beginning readers. See also Supporting Pre-Emergent and Emergent Readers goals and fluency when reading aloud, 111

modified reading logs for, 65

pointing at words while, 81

recognizing vocabulary limits of, 274

behaviors, characters’ changing, and lessons learned, 211

inferring meaning from, 181

repetitive, paying attention to, 194

The Best of Times, the Worst of Times, 353, 365

For a Better World: Reading and Writing for Social Action (Bomer and Bomer), 209–10

Be Word Conscious, 299, 315

book clubs

conversation game, 336

and engagement, 45

and responding to others during conversations, 329

and series books, 140

working together, guidelines for, 341

book logs

favorite books, 66

tracking reading history, 45–46

book structure, 54

Book-to-Book Connections, 204

The Book Whisperer: Awakening the Inner Reader in Every Child (Miller), 66

Boxes and Bullets, 221, 226

Bringing Words to Life: Robust Vocabulary Instruction, second edition (Beck, McKeown, and Kucan), 303, 308, 314

Bring on the Debate, 327, 348

Building a Reading Life: Stamina, Fluency, and Engagement (Calkins and Tolan), 60, 65, 69, 354, 365

Burroway, Janet, 130

“but” as a connector, 303

using with antonyms, 320

Buying Stock in Sticky Notes, 353, 358

Buzz About Books, 47, 69

captions. See also drawings, sketches, photographs; Text Features goal

adding to illustrations, 277

Caption It! 273, 277

information in, integrating with running text, 286

Categorize Context with Connectors, 299, 303, 320

cause and effect. See also synthesizing skills strategies
Empathize to Understand, 165, 177
The Influences on Character, 165, 182
Interactions Can Lead to Inferences, 165, 179
synthesizing skill needed for, 131
cause/purpose, transition words for, 357
Challenge Questions, 327, 344
chapter books
basing summaries on character’s wishes and goals, 146
cues about setting, 148
sticky note questions in, 131
and strategies for reading longer sentences, 124
chapters
Chapter-End Stop Signs, 133, 147
events in, identifying, 147
extracting main idea from, 222
opening words, as clue to setting, 148
preparing for reading, 54
time-based, and structure of narrative
nonfiction, 235
titles of, as guide to locating information, 287
Character goal (fiction), characters
asking basic questions about, 347
backstories, 152
blind spots in, 188
changing behaviors, 211
changing feelings, 169, 201
character, defined, 181
character connection webs, 370
and characters as storytellers, 175
comparing and contrasting characters, 176
complex, 183–85
difference, context and influences on, 155, 161, 182, 187
crafting theories about, 186
differences of, 31, 118, 120, 123
giving advice to, 194
goals and aspirations, 146
helpful and harmful traits of, 184
ideas about, tracking using sticky notes, 171
identifying the main character, 149, 175
identifying problems and solutions, 135, 137, 141, 149, 185
identifying students who would benefit from, 163–64
identifying who is speaking, 142
and identity, 215
importance, 162
and inferring skills, 174, 181
interactions/relationships among, 178, 196
last words spoken by, 199
lessons learned by, 197–98, 200, 208, 214
mapping movements/travels of, 156
memories/flashbacks, 154
in multi-story vs. single-story books, 138
names given to, 43
physical characteristics, 176
precise language associated with, 300
reactions of, as clue to plot, 139
repetitive activities, 194
responses to conflict, 185
in series books, 140, 202
strategies
Back Up Ideas About Characters with Evidence, 165, 171
Blind Spots, 165, 189
Character Change Can Reveal Lessons, 193, 211
Character Comparisons, 165, 176
Character Connections Web, 353, 370
Character Name or Group Name? 23, 43
Characters Do, Characters Say, 23, 29
Complex Characters, 165, 183
Conflict Brings Complexity, 165, 185
Consider Character in Context, 165, 187
Empathize to Understand, 165, 177
Feelings Change, 165, 169
How’s the Character Feeling? 165, 166
The Influences on Character, 165, 182
Interactions Can Lead to Inferences, 165, 179
Look for a Pattern, 165, 173
More Than One Side, 165, 184
Out-of-Character Character, 165, 181
Piling Together Traits to Get Theories, 165, 186
Put On the Character’s Face, 165, 168
Ready, Set, Action! 165, 170
Role-Playing Characters to Understand Them Better, 165, 172
Talk and Actions as Windows, 165, 180
Text Clue/Background Knowledge Addition, 165, 174
What’s in a Character’s Heart? 165, 188
What’s in the Bubble? 165, 167
Who’s Telling the Story? 165, 175
Yes, But Why? 165, 178
subjects of biographies as, 235
talking like, 36
traits of, describing, 173, 312
understanding, skills associated with, 163, 177
understanding motives of, 178
using role-playing to understand, 172
voice and perspectives of, 123, 375
charts
blends and digraphs, 91
common word relationships/groups, 316
content charts, 18
exemplar charts, 16
flow charts, 290
helpful, characteristics, 15
“How Are They Feeling” chart, 168
in nonfiction texts, 227, 283
process charts, 17
repertoire charts, 18
stamina chart, 61
symbol lists, 260
topic-, idea-charts, 205
visual tools, 16
word roots, 323
charts, continued
word walls, 109
words for character, 312
Check Beginning and End, 79, 80
Check the Picture for Help, 79, 80
Check Yourself, 249, 253
choice time
making puppets during, 172
story play during, 30
Choose Books with Your Identity in Mind, 47, 63
Choose Like Books for a Best Fit, 47, 62
chunks, chunking
extracting main idea from, 222
paraphrasing, 228
claims, repeating in order to persuade, 244
classroom environment
allowing readers to move, 51
exploring books in, 24
reading spots, 48
Clay, Marie
fostering self-sufficiency in readers, 77
oral reading records, 77
on prompts, supports, 12
Click and Clunk, 249, 256
Clue in to Topic Sentences, 221, 238
coaching
and fluency partners, 125
prompts for, 7, 11
Use Story Language, 33
within partnerships, 84
Cobb, Charlene, 297
Code a Text, 249, 260, 261
cognates, 317
collaborating skill
Conversation Cooperation, 327, 341
word sorting activities, 312
Collins, Kathy, 20–21
colors, use of in maps, 288
commas
as clues to definitions, 318
as indicator of pauses, 115
strategies
Make the Pause Match the Meaning, 127
Punctuation Inside a Sentence, 115
The Common Core Lesson Book, K–5:
Working with Increasingly Complex Literature, Informational Text, and Foundational Reading Skills (Owocki), 172, 176
Common Core State Standards (CCSS), 19
Compare Books for New Ideas, 353, 371
“A Compare/ Contrast Theory of Mediated Word Identification” (Cunningham), 82
Compare Lessons Across Books in a Series, 193, 202
Compare New to Known, 249, 250
critical thinking
comparing related books, 340
sticky notes as tool for, 376
strategies
Character Comparisons, 165, 176
Compare Lessons Across Books in a Series, 193, 202
Complex Characters, 165, 183
Idea Connections, 353, 376
Talk Between and Across, 327, 340
What Does the Author Say? What Do I Say? 221, 231
What’s in a Character’s Heart? 165, 188
for understanding facts, 264
comprehension. See also self-assessment/self-reflection
assessing
accuracy, integrating information, 77–78
conversational skills, 326
fluency, 105–6
key details, 247–48
levels of engagement, 45
main topics, 219–20
plot and setting goal, 131–32
readiness for reading, 21–22
text features, 272
themes and ideas, 190–92
understanding of characters, 163–64
understanding themes and ideas, 191–92
vocabulary knowledge, 297–98
writing about reading, 351–52
click vs. clunk approach, 256
and engagement, 45, 73
five-sentence summaries, 362
of main events in narrative fictions, 146
and reading slowly, 86
and really “getting it,” 68
and recalling what has been read, 257
rereading, 87
using FQR sheet, 157
Comprehension from the Ground Up:
Simplified, Sensible Instruction for the K–3 Reading Workshop (Taberski), 112, 118
Comprehension Intervention: Small-Group Lessons for the Comprehension Toolkit (Harvey, Goudvis, and Wallis), 260, 261
The Comprehension Toolkit: Language and Lessons for Active Literacy, Grades 3–6 (Harvey and Goudvis), 262, 291
conclusions, transition words for, 357
conferences, one-to-one
goal-setting conferences, 5
presenting strategies during, 11
Conflict Brings Complexity, 165, 185
conjunctions
“and”/“but” as a connector, 303
and groupings of words in sentences, 320
using with antonyms, 320
using with synonyms, 320
connecting ideas skill. See also synthesizing skill
connecting reader’s thoughts with reading materials, 39
connecting themes, 217
connection webs, for characters, 370
Transitioning from Sentence to Sentence, 353, 356–57
within books, helping emergent readers understand, 27
connectors, 42, 303
Connect the Pages, 23, 42
Connotations, 322
Consider Character in Context, 165, 187
considering new points of view skill, Write, Talk, Write, 353, 369
considering purpose for writing about reading skill, What Can I Do with a Sticky Note? 353, 360
Consistently Ask, "How Do I Know?" 249, 255
Context
different contexts, using words in, 313
in historical fiction, importance, 187
questions associated with, 347
strategies
Analyzing Historical Contexts, 133, 160
Categorize Context with Connectors, 299, 303, 320
Consider Character in Context, 165, 187
Context + Clues = Clarity, 299, 314
and understanding characters, 155, 161, 182, 187
and word meanings, 304, 308, 314, 315


Contrasting texts, 340, 376. See also elaborating skills; facts; Key Details goal; Writing About Reading goal
decoding skill, strategies
Apply Your Word Study to Book Reading, 79, 90
Be a Coach to Your Partner, 79, 84
Check Beginning and End, 79, 92
Cover and Slide, 79, 80, 97
Flexible Sounds, 79, 96
Go Left to Right, 79, 95
decoding, 326
and offering a different perspective, 339
strategies
Bring on the Debate, 327, 348
Challenge Questions, 327, 344
decoding, 326
determining importance skill. See also importance, determining
dictating
writing, 367

D
The Daily 5: Fostering Literacy Independence in the Elementary Grades, second edition (Boushey and Moser), 2012

Daily 5TM Framework/Literacy CAFETM System, 13
dashes
as indicator of pauses, 115
paying attention to, 153
and word definitions, 318
debating skill
and challenging others respectfully, 348
described, 326
and offering a different perspective, 339
strategies
Bring on the Debate, 327, 348
Challenge Questions, 327, 344
decoding, 326
determining importance skill. See also importance, determining
determining Author's Purpose, Point of View, 221, 242
determining cause and effect skill. See cause and effect, determining
determining the importance of...
Developmental Reading Assessment (DRA2) (Beaver and Carter), 77 diagrams. See also charts; drawings, sketches, photographs; visualizing skill for describing actions, responses, and lessons learned, 203 information in, 282 integrating with running text, 286 in nonfiction, for identifying what is learned, 283 strategies Diagrams Show and Tell, 273, 282 Make the 2-D into 3-D, 273, 286 for themes in series books, 202 for understanding unfamiliar words, 305 using to trigger imagination, 274 dialogue as clue to character’s feelings, 166 dialog tags, 120, 180 and quotation marks, 117 dictionaries, 319 The Difference Between Plot and Theme, 193, 195 Dig Deeper to Find a Story’s Topics, 193, 205 Digital Campus course (Martinelli and Mraz), 15 digraphs, 91 directions, following, 266 directives, as form of feedback, 11 directors/actors, and acting out character’s feelings, 170 disagreeing respectfully skill. See also critiquing skill during conversations, 338 and reading actively, 374 strategies Bring on the Debate, 327, 348 Keep the Line Alive, 327, 338 disengagement, modeling, 56 distractions becoming aware of, 68 notebooks as, 358 and returning to a text, 50 Does It Engage Me? 47, 73 Does It Sound like a Book? 79, 83 Does the Story Have to Be Set There, and Then? 133, 151 Do I Really Have to Teach Reading? Content Comprehension, Grades 6–12 (Tovani), 267 Dolch, E. W., 122 Don’t Skip It! 273, 285 Double Plot Mountain, 133, 158 dramatic play skill and acting out character’s feelings, 170 strategies Act It to Storytell It, 23, 30 Ready, Set, Action! 165, 170 drawings, sketches, photographs. See also charts; visualizing skill adding captions to, 277 assessing understanding of, 275 character connection webs, 370 clues from, for unfamiliar words, 311 as clue to character’s feelings, 166, 168–69 for comparing two books on the same subject, 371 as context for unfamiliar words, 305 describing through storytelling, 29 and engagement, 22 expanding understanding of text using, 276, 278 inferring meaning from, 37 integrating images with text, 279 linking with words, 28 and mapping travels/movements of characters, 156 of memories about reading, 354 in nonfiction texts, 227, 229, 259, 283 plot mountains, 158 strategies Diagrams Show and Tell, 273, 282 Get More from Pictures, 273, 278 Make the 2-D into 3-D, 273, 275 Maps, 273, 288 Pictures as Stepping-Stones, 23, 27 Reread and Sketch with More Detail, 273, 276 Why a Visual? 273, 283 as support for ideas, 38 as tool for figuring out tricky words, 80 as tool for understanding plot, 134 using to trigger senses and imagination, 274 visualizing numeric facts, 263 visualizing settings, 161

**E**

*Eats Shoots and Leaves* (Truss), 127 effects/consequences, transition words for, 357 eighth graders, framing topics and ideas for, 205 elaborating skills. See also connecting ideas skill; details. descriptive; Key Details goal described, 325 and moving from sentence to sentence, 356 strategies Characters Do, Characters Say, 23, 29 Keep the Line Alive, 327, 338 Writing Long, 353, 368 emergent/pre-emergent readers. See Supporting Pre-Emergent and Emergent Readers goal emotions, feelings. See also Character goal (fiction) acting out, 170 as changeable, 169, 201 of characters clues to, 166 as clue to problems, 139 making voice match, 118 as response to mistakes, 200 as response to problem, 150 clues to, 372 distinguishing from traits, 173, 180 drawings as clue to, 168 expressing, 31 strategies Feelings Change, 165, 169 Feelings Help Us Learn, 193, 201 understanding, as tool for empathy, 177 and writing about emotional responses to reading, 372 Empathize to Understand, 165, 177
empathizing skill
described, 326
Try an Idea on for Size, 327, 343
and understanding characters, 177
emphasis, as a component of fluency, 105
endings of books
clues to themes in, 199
and understanding characters, 177

Engagement goal
engagement inventories, 46
and enhancing mental focus, 51
identifying students who would benefit from, 2, 45
importance, 44
and picture books, 22
strategies
Ask Questions to Engage with the Text, 47, 59
Be an Explorer Who Finds Treasures in Books, 23, 24
Buzz About Books, 47, 69
Choose Books with Your Identity in Mind, 47, 63
Choose Like Books for a Best Fit, 47, 62
Does It Engage Me? 47, 73
Finding Reading Territories, 47, 66
Fixing the Fuzziness, 47, 53
Hear the Story, 47, 74
Keep Your Eyes and Mind in the Book, 47, 51
Mind Over Matter, 47, 60
Monitor Your Stamina and Pace, 47, 72
Most Desirable/Least Desirable, 47, 56
“Party” Ladder, 47, 57
A Perfect Reading Spot, 47, 48
Prime Yourself with Prior Knowledge, 47, 54
Purposes for Reading: Go/Stop Mat, 47, 58
Reading Log Rate Reflection, 47, 65, 67
Read with a Focus to Focus, 47, 71
Reflect on the Past and Plan for the Future, 47, 67
Reread to Get Back in Your Book, 47, 50
Retell and Jump Back In, 47, 52
Set a Timed Goal, 47, 55
Set Page Goals, 47, 70
Track Progress on a Stamina Chart, 47, 61
Vary the Length or Type of Text ("Break Reads"), 47, 49
Visualize to Focus, 47, 64
You’ve Got to “Get It” to Be Engaged, 47, 68
and using symbols for quick notes, 355
“Engagement with Young Adult Literature: Outcomes and Processes” (Ivey and Johnston), 59, 68
English language, cognates in other languages, 317
English language learners (ELLs) cautions using spoken cues/prompts, 83
recognizing vocabulary limits of, 274
evidence. See arguments; critical thinking; facts, supporting ideas with evidence skill; Key Details goal
examples/supporting ideas, transition words for, 357
exclamation points communicating interest using, 110
as guide to voice, 113
exemplar charts, 16
expertise. See prior knowledge
explicit instruction
using picture strategies with, 80
words study/phonics, 90
expository nonfiction
architecture/structure, 226

Key Details goal
Consistently Ask, “How Do I Know?” 249, 255
Scan and Plan, 249, 259
Main Topic(s) and Idea(s) goal
Add Up Facts to Determine Main Idea, 221, 232
Boxes and Bullets, 221, 226
Clue in to Topic Sentences, 221, 238
Most Important . . . to Whom? 221, 230
Opinion–Reasons–Evidence, 221, 234
Survey the Text, 221, 227
Topic/Subtopic/Details, 221, 224
What Does the Author Say? What Do I Say? 221, 231
role of facts and details, 265
slowing down when reading, 228

Text Features goal
Cracking Open Headings, 273, 291
Don’t Skip It! 273, 285
Fast Facts Stats, 273, 281
Glossary Warm-Up, 273, 284
Go with the Flow (Chart), 273, 290
Graphic Graphs, 273, 295
Integrate Features and Running Text, 273, 286
Labels Teach, 273, 279
Old Information, New Look, 273, 289
Primary Sources, 273, 293
Sidebar as Section, 273, 292

expression skill. See also body language and fluency, 105
strategies
Express the Emotions, 23, 31
Inside Quotes and Outside Quotes, 107, 117
Make Your Voice Match the Feeling, 107, 118
Punctuation at the End of a Sentence, 107, 113
Read It How the Author Tells You (Tags), 107, 128
Read Like a Storyteller, 107, 123
eye contact. See also body language
Talk Like the Character, 23, 36
Use a “This Is Interesting” Voice, 107, 110
during conversations, 332
when conversing, 328

facial expressions. See also body language
as clue to feelings, 168
when acting/talking like a character, 30, 36
facts, supporting ideas with evidence skill. See also critical thinking; Key Details
goal; opinion, point of view
asking questions about, 344, 347
as basis for opinions, 234
in diagrams, 282
efforts at persuasion vs., 244
fast facts pages, 281
in illustrations and photographs, 278
as important vs. interesting, 262
keeping track of, 171
locating, 343
main ideas vs., 218, 239
noting when reading nonfiction, 254, 255
numeric, visualizing, 263
primary sources, 293
for presenting or evaluating ideas, 343
recognizing key details, 247
rereading to understand, 253
selecting to support ideas, 242
statistical data as, 269
strategies
Back Up Ideas About Characters with Evidence, 165, 171
Flash Essay, 353, 373
Opinion–Reasons–Evidence, 221, 234
Readers Explain Their Thinking, 23, 38
Try an Idea on for Size, 325, 343
for topic sentences, 238
using analogies to understand, 264
using the correct transition words to link, 356–57
using to support opinions, 38, 231–32
Facts/Questions/Response sheets, 157
Falling in Love with Close Reading: Lessons for Analyzing Texts—and Life (Lehman and Roberts), 154, 158, 212
familiar stories, enhancing storytelling skills using, 29
famous people, biographies of, 265
fantasy fiction, FQR (Facts/Questions/Response) Sheets for Filling in Gaps, 133, 157
Fast Facts Stats, 273, 281
feedback. See also critiquing skill
and fluency partners, 125
importance, 11
types of, 11
feelings. See emotions, feelings
Feelings Change, 165, 169
Feelings Help Us Learn, 193, 201
fiction. See also Supporting Pre-Emergent and Emergent Readers goal
and specific goals
Character goal
Back Up Ideas About Characters with Evidence, 165, 171
Blind Spots, 165, 189
Character Comparisons, 165, 176
Complex Characters, 165, 183
Conflict Brings Complexity, 165, 185
Consider Character in Context, 165, 187
Empathize to Understand, 165, 177
Feelings Change, 165, 169
How’s the Character Feeling? 165, 166
identifying students who would benefit from, 163
importance, 162
The Influences on Character, 165, 182
Interactions Can Lead to Inferences, 165, 179
Look for a Pattern, 165, 173
More Than One Side, 165, 184
Out-of-Character Character, 165, 181
Piling Together Traits to Get Theories, 165, 186
Put On the Character’s Face, 165, 168
Ready, Set, Action! 165, 170
Role-Playing Characters to Understand Them Better, 165, 172
skills associated with, 163
Talk and Actions as Windows, 165, 180
Text Clue/Background Knowledge Addition, 165, 174
What’s in a Character’s Heart? 165, 188
What’s in the Bubble? 165, 167
Who’s Telling the Story? 165, 175
Yes, But Why? 165, 178
comprehension strategies, 3
Engagement goal, Hear the Story, 47, 74
Fluency goal
Inside Quotes and Outside Quotes, 107, 117
Make Your Voice Match the Feeling, 107, 118
Push Your Eyes, 107, 124
Read It How the Author Tells You (Tags), 107, 128
Plot and Setting goal
Angled Summaries for Highlighting Deeper Ideas in Plot, 133, 145
assessing understanding of, 131
Chapter-End Stop Signs, 133, 147
Does the Story Have to Be Set There, and Then? 133, 151
Double Plot Mountain, 133, 158
FQR (Facts/Questions/Response) Sheets for Filling in Gaps, 133, 157
Historical Notes Prime Prior Knowledge, 133, 159
identifying students who would benefit from, 131
importance, 130–31
Is This a Multi-Story Book or a Single-Story Book? 133, 138
Lean on the Pictures, 133, 134
Let the Blurb Help You, 133, 143
Map It, 133, 156
Micro-/Meso-/Macroenvironment Systems: Levels of Setting, 133, 161
Not Just Page Decorations, 133, 153
Plotting Flashback on a Timeline, 133, 154
Reactions Help You Find the Problem, 133, 139
Retell What’s Most Important by Making Connections to the Problem, 133, 144
Series Books Have Predictable Plots, 133, 140
Summarize Based on What a Character Wants, 133, 146
Summarizing What's Most Essential, 133, 136
Tenses as a Clue to Flashback and Backstory, 133, 152
Title Power, 133, 135
Two-Sided Problems, 133, 150
Uh-oh . . . Phew, 133, 137
Vivid Setting Description and Impact on Character, 133, 155
What's Your Problem? 133, 141
Where Am I? 133, 148
Who's Speaking? 133, 142
prepare to read, 54
reading, vs. reading nonfiction, 251
reading as storytelling, 123
Themes and Ideas goal
Actions, Outcomes, Response, 193, 203
Aha Moment, 193, 214
Book-to-Book Connections, 193, 204
Character Change Can Reveal Lessons, 193, 211
Compare Lessons Across Books in a Series, 193, 202
The Difference Between Plot and Theme, 193, 195
Dig Deeper to Find a Story's Topics, 193, 205
Find Clues About Theme in the Blurb, 193, 207
Identifiers, Identity, and Ideas, 193, 215
importance, 190–91
Look Out for What Characters Teach Each Other, 193, 198
Mistakes Can Lead to Lessons, 193, 200
Readers Ask Themselves Questions, 193, 210
The Real World in My Book, 193, 208
Respond to Issues That Repeat, 193, 213
Secondary Sages, 193, 216
From Seed to Theme, 193, 206
Stories Teach Us About Life Issues, 193, 209
Symbols Repeat, 193, 212
Titles Can Be Telling, 193, 217
We Can Learn (and Give Advice) Based on How Characters Treat Each Other, 193, 196
What Are You Left With? 193, 199
What Can Characters Teach Us? 193, 197
tier 2 vocabulary, 321
use of specific vs. generic nouns, 258
Vocabulary and Language goal
Be Alert for Word Choice, 299, 322
Level O, A Rubric for Evaluating Responses to Vocabulary and Figurative Language Questions in Fiction/Nonfiction, 298
Mood as a Clue to Meaning, 299, 311
Picture It, 299, 306
Stick to Your Story, 299, 308
Use the Just-Right Word (Trait Word Sort), 299
Word Relationships in a Phrase, 299, 316
Use the Just-Right Word (Trait Word Sort), 299, 312
within hierarchy of reading goals, 3
Writing About Reading goal
Character Connections Web, 353, 370
Five-Sentence Summary, 353, 362
Pile It On, 353, 377
What Happened/What It Makes Me Think T-Chart, 353, 366
Write from Inside the Story, 353, 375
fifth grade, expected understanding of main topics an ideas, 220
Find Clues About Theme in the Blurb, 193, 207
Finding Reading Territories, 47, 66
Find Similarities (and Differences) Within Groups, 299
fingers, as pointers to words and phrases, 26, 50, 81, 122
Five-Sentence Summary, 353, 362
Fixing the Fuzziness, 47, 53
flashbacks clues to, 152
plotting on timelines, 154
Flash Essay, 353, 373
Flexible Sounds, 79, 80, 96
flexible thinking skill, described, 325
flow charts, 290
Fluency goal
characteristics and importance, 104–5
and developing a reading life, 365
identifying students who would benefit from, 2, 105–6
and internalizing strategies, 9
and scanning ahead of the text, 121
and skipping words when reading, 99
strategies
Fluency Phone for Feedback, 107, 119
Get Your Eyes Ahead of the Words, 107, 121
Inside Quotes and Outside Quotes, 107, 117
Make the Bumpy Smooth, 107, 111
Make the Pause Match the Meaning, 107, 127
Make Your Voice Match the Feeling, 107, 118
Make Your Voice Match the Meaning, 107, 120
Fluency goal, strategies, continued
Partners Can Be Fluency Teachers, 107, 125
Partners Help to Smooth It Out, 107, 116
Punctuation at the End of a Sentence, 107, 113
Punctuation Inside a Sentence, 107, 115
Push Your Eyes, 107, 124
Read It How the Author Tells You (Tags), 107, 128
Read It Like You've Always Known It, 107, 108
Read Like a Storyteller, 107, 123
Say Good-Bye to Robot Reading, 107, 112
Snap to the Next Line, 107, 126
Think, “Have I Seen It on the Word Wall?” 107, 109
Use a “This Is Interesting” Voice, 107, 110
Warm-Up Phrases, 107, 122
Warm-Up and Transfer, 107, 114
Fluency Phone for Feedback, 107, 119

Fluency skill strategies
Express the Emotions, 23, 31
Role-Playing Characters to Understand Them Better, 165, 172
Talk Like the Character, 23, 36
Use a Teaching Voice, 23, 41

The Fluent Reader: Oral and Silent Reading Strategies for Building Fluency, Word Recognition, and Comprehension, second edition (Rasinski), 111, 122

Focus skill strategies
reading with, importance, 2
setting short-term goals, 57

Ask Questions to Engage with the Text, 47, 59
Does It Engage Me? 47, 73
Finding Reading Territories, 47, 66
Keep Your Eyes and Mind in the Book, 47, 51
Mind Over Matter, 47, 60

Most Desirable/Least Desirable, 47, 56
“Party” Ladder, 47, 57
A Perfect Reading Spot, 47, 48
Prime Yourself with Prior Knowledge, 47, 54
Read with a Focus to Focus, 47, 71
Set Page Goals, 47, 70
Track Progress on a Stamina Chart, 47, 61
Vary the Length or Type of Text (“Break Reads”), 47, 49
Visualize to Focus, 47, 64

Following Characters into Meaning: Building Theories, Gathering Evidence (Calkins and Tolan), 177, 183–84
Following Procedures, 249, 266, 290
Fountas, Irene, 14, 77
Fountas and Pinnell Text Level Gradient, 4
FQR (Facts/Questions/Response) Sheets for Filling in Gaps, 133, 157

Fresh Takes on Teaching Literary Elements: How to Teach What Really Matters About Character, Setting, Point of View, and Theme (Smith and Wilhelm), 161, 179
From Seed to Theme, 193, 205, 206
Fry's phrases, 122

G

Gallagher, M. C., 12
Gather Up Facts, 249, 254
Generic, Not Specific, 249, 258
genres/text types, all

strategies
Apply Your Word Study to Book Reading, 79, 90
Ask Questions to Engage with the Text, 47, 59
Be a Coach to Your Partner, 79, 84
Be an Explorer Who Finds Treasures in Books, 23, 24
The Best of Times, the Worst of Times, 353, 365
Be Word Conscious, 299, 315
Bring on the Debate, 327, 348
Buying Stock in Sticky Notes, 353, 358
Buzz About Books, 47, 69
Challenge Questions, 327, 344
Check Beginning and End, 79, 92
Check the Picture for Help, 79, 80
Choose Books with Your Identity in Mind, 47, 63
Choose Like Books for a Best Fit, 47, 62
Compare Books for New Ideas, 353, 371
Context + Clues = Clarity, 299, 314
Conversation Cooperation, 327, 341
Conversation Playing Board, 327, 336
Cover and Slide, 79, 80, 97
Determining the Importance in Another's Ideas, 327, 346
Does It Engage Me? 47, 73
Does It Sound like a Book? 79, 83
Finding Reading Territories, 47, 66
Find Similarities (and Differences) Within Groups, 299, 320
Fixing the Fuzziness, 47, 53
Flash Essay, 353, 373
Flexible Sounds, 79, 96
Fluency Phone for Feedback, 107, 119
Get to the Root, 299, 323
Get Your Eyes Ahead of the Words, 107, 121
Go Left to Right, 79, 95
Group Letters That Make Sounds Together, 79, 91
Help from Cognates, 299, 317
Insert a Synonym, 299, 302
Invite Quieter Voices, 327, 330
Juggle All Three Balls, 79, 89
Keep the Book in the Book Talk, 327, 334
Keep the Line Alive, 327, 338
Keep Your Eyes and Mind in the Book, 47, 51
Know the Word, Use the Word, 299, 313
Level-Specific Partner Menus, 327, 333
Lifting a Line, 353, 367
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reading Strategy</th>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linger Finger</td>
<td>23, 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listen and Respond</td>
<td>327, 329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listen with Your Whole Body</td>
<td>327, 328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Look for Vowels That Go Together</td>
<td>79, 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make Attempts That Make Sense</td>
<td>79, 88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make the Bumpy Smooth</td>
<td>107, 111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make the Pause Match the Meaning</td>
<td>107, 127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make Your Voice Match the Meaning</td>
<td>107, 120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mind Over Matter</td>
<td>47, 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitor Your Stamina and Pace</td>
<td>47, 72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most Desirable/Least Desirable</td>
<td>47, 56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moving On to a New Idea</td>
<td>327, 345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My Reading Timeline</td>
<td>353, 363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partners Can Be Fluency Teachers</td>
<td>107, 125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partners Help to Smooth It Out</td>
<td>107, 116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Party” Ladder</td>
<td>47, 57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Perfect Reading Spot</td>
<td>47, 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point and Read One for One</td>
<td>79, 81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Questions</td>
<td>327, 346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prime Yourself with Prior Knowledge</td>
<td>47, 54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punctuation at the End of a Sentence</td>
<td>107, 113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punctuation Inside a Sentence</td>
<td>107, 115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purposes for Reading: Go/Stop Mat</td>
<td>47, 58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quick Stops Using Symbols</td>
<td>353, 355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reacting, Responding</td>
<td>353, 372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Readers Explain Their Thinking</td>
<td>23, 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading Log Rate Reflection</td>
<td>47, 65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read It Like You’ve Always Known It</td>
<td>107, 108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read with a Focus to Focus</td>
<td>47, 71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reread to Get Back in Your Book</td>
<td>47, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflect on the Past and Plan for the Future</td>
<td>47, 67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retell and Jump Back In</td>
<td>47, 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retire Overworked Words</td>
<td>299, 300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run into the First Part</td>
<td>79, 93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Say Back What You Heard</td>
<td>327, 331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Say Good-Bye to Robot Reading</td>
<td>107, 112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Say It Out Loud</td>
<td>299, 301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Say Something Meaningful</td>
<td>327, 342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentence Starter Sticks</td>
<td>327, 337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set Page Goals</td>
<td>47, 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set a Timed Goal</td>
<td>47, 55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slow Down the Zoom, Zoom, Zoom to Make Sense</td>
<td>79, 86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snap to the Next Line</td>
<td>107, 126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Super STARter Jots</td>
<td>327, 335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take the Ending Off</td>
<td>79, 94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take the Word Apart, Then Put It Back Together</td>
<td>79, 98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taking Risks with Gentler Language</td>
<td>327, 339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taking Turns Without Raising Hands</td>
<td>327, 332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talk Between and Across</td>
<td>327, 340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Think (While You Read the Words)</td>
<td>79, 87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Think, “Have I Seen It on the Word Wall?”</td>
<td>107, 109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Track Progress on a Stamina Chart</td>
<td>47, 61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transitioning from Sentence to Sentence</td>
<td>353, 356–57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Try, Try, Try Again</td>
<td>79, 85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Try an Idea on for Size</td>
<td>327, 343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unpacking What It Means to “Sound Right,”</td>
<td>79, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use a Reference and Explain It</td>
<td>299, 319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use a Word You Know</td>
<td>79, 82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use Part of Speech as a Clue</td>
<td>299, 309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vary the Length or Type of Text (“Break Reads”)</td>
<td>47, 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visualize to Focus</td>
<td>47, 64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warm-Up and Transfer</td>
<td>107, 114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warm-Up Phrases</td>
<td>107, 122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What Can I Do with a Sticky Note</td>
<td>353, 360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What’s Worth Keeping</td>
<td>353, 361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word Part Clues—Prefixes and Suffixes</td>
<td>299, 307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word Treasure Hunt</td>
<td>23, 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words Across a Line Break</td>
<td>79, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write, Talk, Write</td>
<td>353, 369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing Long</td>
<td>353, 368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing to Question and Critique</td>
<td>353, 374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You’ve Got to “Get It” to Be Engaged</td>
<td>47, 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gestures. See also body language and talking like a character</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Get More from Pictures</td>
<td>273, 278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Get to the Root</td>
<td>299, 323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Get Your Eyes Ahead of the Words</td>
<td>107, 121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Ghost Partner” approach</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Girls, Social Class, and Literacy: What Teachers Can Do to Make a Difference</td>
<td>(Jones), 245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>glossaries</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bolded words in</td>
<td>273, 284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and previewing words in nonfiction texts</td>
<td>284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and understanding unfamiliar words</td>
<td>305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glover, Matt</td>
<td>20–21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>goal setting, goals</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beginning, choosing</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>comprehension goals</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and making goals visible</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>page goals, 70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and recognizing students as individuals</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>short-term goals, stepped approach, 57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stamina charts, 61</td>
<td>9–10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>timed, value of setting, 55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Go Left to Right</td>
<td>79, 95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>go/stop mat</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goudvis, Anne</td>
<td>190, 246</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Go with the Flow (Chart), 273, 290
gradual-release model (Pearson and Gallagher), 12
grammar studies, 101
Graphic Graphs, 273, 295
graphic organizers, 364
graphics. See drawings, sketches, photographs
graphs. See also charts
flow charts, 290
information contained in, 295
keys to, 289
in nonfiction, reflecting on what is learned from, 283
as sources of information, 289
Group Letters That Make Sounds Together, 79, 91, 100
group words vs. character names, 43
Guided Reading Programs and Literacy Centers, 14

H
hands
keeping still, when listening, 328
using to cover parts of words, 97
Harvey, Stephanie, 190, 246
Hattie, John, 2, 11
hat tips, described, 6
headings
as clue to subtopics, 224
information in about nonfiction texts, 291
heart, character's, clues to, 188
Hear the Story, 47, 74
Help from Cognates, 299, 317
historical fiction
Character goal, Consider Character in Context, 165, 187
historical notes in, 159
importance of context, 160, 187
importance of temporal factors, 151
Plot and Setting goal
Analyzing Historical Contexts, 133, 160
Does the Story Have to Be Set There, and Then? 133, 151
FQR (Facts/Questions/Response)
Sheets for Filling in Gaps, 133, 157
tier 2 vocabulary, 321
timelines for, 268
Hop In and Out Using the Table of Contents, 273, 287
Hot Tips section, overview, 6
"How Are They Feeling" chart, 168
How's the Character Feeling? 166
How to Cook Everything (Bittman), xii
hyperbole, defined, 316
hyphenated words, 102
I
I Am Reading: Nurturing Young Children's Meaning Making and Joyful Engagement with Any Book (Collins and Glover), 27, 29, 37–38, 42–43
Idea Connections, 353, 376
ideas. See Main Topic(s) and Idea(s) goal (nonfiction); Themes and Ideas goal
Identifiers, Identity, and Ideas, 193, 215
idioms, defined, 316
If You Don't Know, Guess, 23, 37
illustrations. See charts; drawings, sketches, photographs
imagination, imagining. See also visualizing skill
and acting out characters with partners, 170, 172
adding new information to what is already known, 250
asking questions based on, 347
and figurative words, 306
imaging character traits, 180
and mapping characters' travels, 156
picturing word meanings, 306
and placing stories in different settings, 151
sketching details, 229, 276
and story play, 30
and talking like the character, 36
telling stories about pictures, 29
transforming 2-D images into real-life images, 274
and vivid descriptions, 155
and writing from inside a story, 375
importance, determining
Actions, Outcomes, Response, 193, 203
Add Up Facts to Determine Main Idea, 221, 232
Aha Moment, 193, 214
Analyzing Historical Contexts, 133, 160
Angled Summaries for Highlighting Deeper Ideas in Plot, 133, 145
Ask Questions, Form Ideas, 221, 225
Boxes and Bullets, 221, 226
Chapter-End Stop Signs, 133, 147
Character Change Can Reveal Lessons, 193, 211
Character Comparisons, 165, 176
Clue in to Topic Sentences, 221, 238
Compare Lessons Across Books in a Series, 193, 202
Consider Character in Context, 165, 187
Consistently Ask, "How Do I Know?" 249, 255
Cover Up Then Zoom, 273, 275
Determining Author's Purpose, Point of View, 221, 242
Determining the Importance in Another's Ideas, 327, 346
Difference Between Plot and Theme, 193, 195
Dig Deeper to Find a Story's Topics, 193, 205
Does the Story Have to Be Set There, and Then? 133, 151
Feelings Change, 165, 169
Feelings Help Us Learn, 193, 201
Find Clues About Theme in the Blurb, 193, 207
Five-Sentence Summary, 353, 362
Following Procedures, 249, 266
Hop In and Out Using the Table of Contents, 273, 287
Identifiers, Identity, and Ideas, 193, 215
Important Versus Interesting, 249, 262
Keying In to What's Important (Biographies), 249, 265
Lean on the Pictures, 133, 134
Let the Blurb Help You, 133
Look Out for What Characters Teach Each Other, 193, 198
Make the 2-D into 3-D, 273, 274
Micro-/Meso-/Macroenvironment Systems: Levels of Setting, 133, 161
Mistakes Can Lead to Lessons, 193, 200
Most Important . . . to Whom? 221, 230
Note Taking Helps to Understand Nonfiction, 353, 364
Notice What Repeats, 221, 223
One Text, Multiple Ideas (or Topics), 221, 222
Opinion–Reasons–Evidence, 221, 234
Paraphrase Chunks, Then Put It Together, 221, 228
Perspective, Position, Power, 221, 245
Primary Sources, 273, 293
Reactions Help You Find the Problem, 133, 139
Readers Ask Themselves Questions, 193, 210
Ready, Set, Action! 165, 170
Real World in My Book, 193, 208
Response to Issues That Repeat, 193, 213
Retell What's Most Important by Making Connections to the Problem, 133, 144
Secondary Sages, 193, 216
Series Books Have Predictable Plots, 133, 140
Shrink-a-Text with a Partner, 221, 239
Sidebar as Section, 273, 292
Sketch in Chunks, 221, 229
Statistics and Stance, 249, 269
Stories Teach Us About Life Issues, 193, 209
Summarize Based on What a Character Wants, 133, 146
Super STARter Jots, 327, 335
Survey the Text, 221, 227
Symbols Repeat, 193, 212
Time = Parts, 221, 235
Title Power, 133, 135
Titles Can Be Telling, 193, 217
Track Down Opinion Clues in Solutions, 221, 233
Translate a Text, 249, 261
Tricks of Persuasion, 221, 244
Two-Sided Problems, 133, 150
Uh-oh . . . Phew, 133, 137
Vivid Setting Description and Impact on Character, 133, 155
We Can Learn (and Give Advice) Based on How Characters Treat Each Other, 193, 196
What and So What, 221, 237
What Are You Left With? 193, 199
What Can Characters Teach Us? 193, 197
What Does the Author Say? What Do I Say? 221, 231
What Happened/What It Makes Me Think T-Chart, 353, 366
What's in a Character's Heart? 165, 188
What's the Perspective on the Topic? 221, 243
What's Worth Keeping? 353, 361
What's Your Problem? 133, 141
Why Does the Story Matter? 221, 236
Important Versus Interesting, 249, 262
improving reading rate skill, 47, 65
Independent Reading Assessment: Fiction series (Serravallo), 2, 132, 146, 186, 211, 301, 375
Independent Reading Assessment: Nonfiction series (Serravallo), 2, 231, 237, 238, 284, 287, 305
indexes, using effectively, 287
inferring skill defined, 5
role in understanding character, 163
strategies
Actions, Outcomes, Response, 193, 203
Aha Moment, 193, 214
Analyzing Historical Contexts, 133, 160
Angled Summaries for Highlighting Deeper Ideas in Plot, 133, 145
Answering Questions, 249, 267
Back Up, Revise, 23, 32
Be Alert for Word Choice, 299, 322
Blind Spots, 165, 189
Book-to-Book Connections, 193, 204
Categorize Context with Connectors, 299, 303
Character Change Can Reveal Lessons, 193, 211
Character Comparisons, 165, 176
Character Connections Web, 353, 370
Compare Lessons Across Books in a Series, 193, 202
Complex Characters, 165, 183
Conflict Brings Complexity, 165, 185
Consider Character in Context, 165, 187
Context + Clues = Clarity, 299, 314
Cracking Open Headings, 273, 291
The Difference Between Plot and Theme, 193, 195
Empathize to Understand, 165, 177
Feelings Change, 165, 169
Feelings Help Us Learn, 193, 201
Find Clues About Theme in the Blurb, 193, 207
Find Similarities (and Differences) Within Groups, 299, 320
FQR (Facts/Questions/Response) Sheets for Filling in Gaps, 133, 157
Get More from Pictures, 273, 278
Get to the Root, 299, 323
Help from Cognates, 299, 317
How's the Character Feeling? 165, 166
Identifiers, Identity, and Ideas, 193, 215
If You Don't Know, Guess, 23, 37
Infer to Figure It Out, 299, 310
The Influences on Character, 165, 182
Interactions Can Lead to Inferences, 165, 179
Lifting a Line, 353, 367
Look for a Pattern, 165, 173
Look Out for What Characters Teach Each Other, 193, 198
Look to Text Features, 299, 305
Micro-/Meso-/Macroenvironment Systems: Levels of Setting, 133, 161
inferring skill, strategy, continued
Mistakes Can Lead to Lessons, 193, 200
Mood as a Clue to Meaning, 299, 311
More Than One Side, 165, 184
Multiple Meaning Words, 299, 304
Notice a Pattern and Give Advice, 193, 194
Out-of-Character Character, 165, 181
Perspective, Position, Power, 221, 245
Picture It, 299, 306
Pile It On, 353, 377
Piling Together Traits to Get Theories, 165, 186
Put On the Character’s Face, 165, 168
Readers Ask Themselves Questions, 193, 210
Readers Explain Their Thinking, 23, 38
Read Up a Ladder, 299, 321
Ready, Set, Action! 165, 170
The Real World in My Book, 193, 208
Respond to Issues That Repeat, 193, 213
Retire Overworked Words, 299, 300
Role-Playing Characters to Understand Them Better, 165, 172
Secondary Sages, 193, 216
From Seed to Theme, 193, 206
Statistics and Stance, 249, 269
Stick to Your Story, 299, 308
Stories Teach Us About Life Issues, 193, 209
Symbols Repeat, 193, 212
Talk and Actions as Windows, 165, 180
Text Clue/Background Knowledge
Addition, 165, 174
Titles Can Be Telling, 193, 217
Tricks of Persuasion, 221, 244
Use a Reference and Explain It, 299, 319
Use Part of Speech as a Clue, 299, 309
Use the Just-Right Word (Trait Word Sort), 299, 312
We Can Learn (and Give Advice) Based on How Characters Treat Each Other, 193, 196
What Are You Left With? 193, 199
What Can Characters Teach Us? 193, 197
What Does the Author Say? What Do I Say? 221, 231
What Happened/What It Makes Me Think T-Chart, 353, 366
What I See/What I Think, 39
What’s in a Character’s Heart? 165, 188
What’s in the Bubble? 165, 167
Word Relationships in a Phrase, 299, 316
Write from Inside the Story, 353, 375
Writing Long, 353, 368
Yes, But Why? 165, 178
and summarizing ideas, 174
with unfamiliar stories, 32
Infer to Figure It Out, 299, 310
inflectional endings, 113
The Influences on Character, 165, 182
information sources (nonfiction). See also facts, supporting evidence; nonfiction diagrams, 282
fast facts pages, 281
graphs, 289
incorporating and integrating, 250
labels, 279
maps, 288
persuasive vs. factual, distinguishing, 244
recalling, remembering information, 257
as support for main and subtopics, 224
tables of contents/indexes, 287
three levels of, 234
Insert a Synonym, 299, 302
Inside Information: Developing Powerful Readers and Writers of Informational Text Through Project- Based Instruction (Duke), 233, 234, 244, 258, 263, 275, 283, 285
Inside Quotes and Outside Quotes, 107, 117
Integrate Features and Running Text, 273, 286
integrating sources of information skill
Be a Coach to Your Partner, 79, 84
Check the Picture for Help, 79, 80
Does It Sound like a Book? 79, 83
Juggle All Three Balls, 79, 89
Make Attempts That Make Sense, 79, 88
Run into the First Part, 79, 93
Try, Try, Try Again, 79, 85
Interactions Can Lead to Inferences, 165, 179, 312
interesting vs. important details, 262
interests of characters, differences among, 176
interest inventories, 45–46
interpreting skill
Blind Spots, 165, 189
Compare Books for New Ideas, 353, 371
Idea Connections, 353, 376
Lifting a Line, 353, 367
Pile It On, 353, 377
Piling Together Traits to Get Theories, 165, 186
From Seed to Theme, 193, 206
Writing Long, 353, 368
intonation skill
as a component of fluency, 105
strategies
Get Your Eyes Ahead of the Words, 107, 121
Inside Quotes and Outside Quotes, 107, 117
Make Your Voice Match the Feeling, 107, 118
Make Your Voice Match the Meaning, 107, 120
Partners Can Be Fluency Teachers, 107, 125
Punctuation at the End of a Sentence, 107, 113
Read It How the Author Tells You (Tags), 107, 128
Read Like a Storyteller, 107, 123
Use a “This Is Interesting” Voice, 107, 110
introductions, in procedural texts, 266
Invitations: Changing as Teachers and Learners, K–12 (Routman), 99
Invite Quieter Voices, 327, 330
inviting someone to participate in conversations, 330
“is,” as a connector, 303
Is This a Multi-Story Book or a Single-Story Book? 133, 138
It’s Right There in the Sentence! 299, 318

J
jotted notes. See stop-and-jot approach
Juggle All Three Balls, 79, 89
just-right books, warm ups for reading, 114

K
Keene, J-W. Ellin, 132
keeping conversations moving skill. See also conversations, shared; Supporting Conversations goal described, 325
Moving On to a New Idea, 327, 345
Keep in Mind What Repeats, 23, 35
Keep the Book in the Book Talk, 327, 334
Keep the Line Alive, 327, 338
Keep Your Eyes and Mind in the Book, 47, 51
Key Details goal
identifying students who would benefit from, 247–48
importance, 246–47
integrating information from different sources, 247
recognizing important facts, 262
strategies
Answering Questions, 249, 267
Check Yourself, 249, 253
Click and Clunk, 249, 256
Code a Text, 249, 260
Compare New to Known, 249
Consistently Ask, “How Do I Know?” 249, 255
Event Connections, 249, 268
Following Procedures, 249, 266
Gather Up Facts, 249, 254
Generic, Not Specific, 249, 258
Important Versus Interesting, 249, 262
Keying In to What’s Important (Biographies), 249, 265
Read, Cover, Remember, Retell, 249, 257
Reading with a Sense of “Wow,” 249, 251
Scan and Plan, 249, 259
Slow Down for Numbers, 249, 263
A Spin on KWL, 249, 252
Statistics and Stance, 249, 269
Translate a Text, 249, 261
Using Analogies, 249, 264
keys, in graphs, 289
key words
and definitions of unfamiliar words, 318
hearing during conversations, 346
in indexes, 287
kindergarteners, emergent reading strategies for, 2
knowledge, prior. See activating prior knowledge skill, strategies for; prior knowledge skill
Know the Word, Use the Word, 299, 313
know-think-wonder (KTW), 252
Kucan, Linda, 321
labels, labelling
on diagrams, 282
for graphs, 295
Labels Teach, 273, 279
on timelines, 294
as way of integrating picture with text, 279
language. See also Vocabulary and Language goal; word choice skill
precise vs. overused word, 300
and talking like the character, 36
and talking like an expert, 40
leading statements/claims, summarizing, 145
Lean on the Pictures, 133, 134
Learning to Learn in a Second Language (Gibbons), 320
left-to-right convention, 95
length of texts, 49
Lesson Language section, overview, 7
lesson language section, purpose, 7
lessons learned. See also Character goal; problems and solutions, characters changing behavior as clue to, 194, 201, 203, 211
hints about, on back cover blurbs, 207
interactions between characters as clue to, 196
last sentences/paragraphs as clue to, 199
from mistakes, 200
mistakes and, 200
in narrative nonfiction, 236
from one book, applying to others, 204
and real-world lessons, 208
recognition of, indicators, 214
repetitive behaviors as clues to, 191, 194
in series books, 202
through secondary characters, 198
tools for identifying, 145
using big ideas as seeds for, 206
letters, grouping, 91
Let the Blurb Help You, 133, 143
Level A/B texts, partnership menus, 333
Level A–C texts, strategies, Point and Read One for One, 79, 81
Level A–I+ texts, strategies
Get More from Pictures, 273, 278
Notice What Repeats, 221, 223
Purposes for Reading: Go/Stop Mat, 47, 58
Level A–J texts
main topics vs. main ideas in, 223
strategies, Generic, Not Specific, 249, 258
Level A–K texts, strategies
Check the Picture for Help, 79, 80
Lean on the Pictures, 133, 134
Level A–M texts
single subject nonfiction books, 222
teaching about boxes and bullets, 226
Level A–Z+ texts, strategies
Be a Coach to Your Partner, 79, 84
Caption It! 273, 277
Level A–Z+ texts, strategies, continued

- Check Yourself, 249, 253
- Click and Clunk, 249, 256
- Compare New to Known, 249, 250
- Consistently Ask, “How Do I Know?” 249, 255
- Does It Sound like a Book? 79, 83
- Fixing the Fuzziness, 47, 53
- Gather Up Facts, 249, 254
- Invite Quieter Voices, 327, 330
- Keep Your Eyes and Mind in the Book, 47, 51
- Level-Specific Partner Menus, 327, 333
- Listen and Respond, 327, 329
- Listen with Your Whole Body, 327, 328
- Make Attempts That Make Sense, 79, 88
- Make the 2-D into 3-D, 273, 274
- Most Desirable/Least Desirable, 47, 56
- One Text, Multiple Ideas (or Topics), 221, 222
- “Party” Ladder, 47, 57
- A Perfect Reading Spot, 47, 48
- Prime Yourself with Prior Knowledge, 47, 54
- Read, Cover, Remember, Retell, 249, 257
- Reading with a Sense of “Wow,” 249, 251
- Read It Like You’ve Always Known It, 107, 108
- Reread and Sketch with More Detail, 273, 276
- Reread to Get Back in Your Book, 47, 50
- Retell and Jump Back In, 47, 52
- Say Back What You Heard, 327, 331
- Set a Timed Goal, 47, 55
- Slow Down the Zoom, Zoom, Zoom to Make Sense, 79, 86
- A Spin on KWL, 249, 252
- Taking Turns Without Raising Hands, 327, 332
- Talk Between and Across, 327, 340
- Think (While You Read the Words), 79, 87
- Think, “Have I Seen It on the Word Wall?” 107, 109
- Try, Try, Try Again, 79, 85
- Use a Word You Know, 79, 82
- Vary the Length or Type of Text (“Break Reads”), 47, 49
- Level C–H texts, and minimizing stopping and jotting, 167
- Level C–J texts, strategies, Labels Teach, 273, 279
- Level C–L texts, nonfiction, topics and ideas in, 218–19
- Level C–M text, strategies
- Put On the Character’s Face, 165, 168
- Title Power, 133, 135
- What’s in the Bubble? 165, 167
- Level C–Z+ texts, strategies
- Apply Your Word Study to Book Reading, 79, 90
- How’s the Character Feeling? 165, 166
- Juggle All Three Balls, 79, 89
- Level D–J texts, strategies, Make the Bumpy Smooth, 107, 111
- Level D–K texts, strategies, Notice a Pattern and Give Advice, 193, 194
- Level D–Z+ texts, strategies
- Check Beginning and End, 79, 92
- Group Letters That Make Sounds Together, 79, 91
- Punctuation at the End of a Sentence, 107, 113
- Run into the First Part, 79, 93
- Say Good-Bye to Robot Reading, 107, 112
- Use a “This Is Interesting” Voice, 107, 110
- Warm-Up and Transfer, 107, 114
- Level E–J texts
- characters in, 164
- strategies, Partners Help to Smooth It Out, 107, 116
- Level E–K texts, strategies, Summarizing What’s Most Essential, 133, 136
- Level E–Z+ texts, strategies
- Ask Questions to Engage with the Text, 47, 59
- Cover and Slide, 79, 80, 97
- Flexible Sounds, 79, 96
- Fluency Phone for Feedback, 107, 119
- Get Your Eyes Ahead of the Words, 107, 121
- Go Left to Right, 79, 95
- Inside Quotes and Outside Quotes, 107, 117
- Make Your Voice Match the Feeling, 107, 118, 120
- Mind Over Matter, 47, 60
- Punctuation Inside a Sentence, 107, 115
- Quick Stops Using Symbols, 353, 356
- Retire Overworked Words, 299, 300
- Say It Out Loud, 299, 301
- Sketch a Memory, 353, 354
- Skip and Return, 79, 99
- Take the Ending Off, 79, 94
- Take the Word Apart, Then Put It Back Together, 79, 98
- Level F–I texts, strategies, Uh-oh . . . Phew, 133, 137
- Level F–M texts, strategies
- Feelings Change, 165, 169
- Ready, Set, Action! 165, 170
- Level F–N texts, strategies, Role-Playing Characters to Understand Them Better, 165, 172
- Level F–Z+ texts, strategies
- Back Up Ideas About Characters with Evidence, 165, 171
- Bold Words Signal Importance, 273, 280
- Choose Like Books for a Best Fit, 47, 62
- Keep the Book in the Book Talk, 327, 334
- Read Like a Storyteller, 107, 123
- Track Progress on a Stamina Chart, 47, 61
- Warm-Up Phrases, 107, 122
- Level G–Z+ texts, strategies
- Buying Stock in Sticky Notes, 353, 358
- Diagrams Show and Tell, 273, 282
- The Difference Between Plot and Theme, 193, 195
- Fast Facts Stats, 273, 281
Look for Vowels That Go Together, 79, 100
Transitioning from Sentence to Sentence, 353, 356–57
Why a Visual? 273, 283
Level H–M texts, strategies, Look for a Pattern, 165, 173
Level H–Z+ texts, strategies
Insert a Synonym, 299, 302
Text Clue/Background Knowledge Addition, 165, 174
Who’s Telling the Story? 165, 175
Level I–Z+ texts, strategies
Glossary Warm-Up, 273, 284
We Can Learn (and Give Advice) Based on How Characters Treat Each Other, 193, 196
Level J/K texts
characters in, 164
nonfiction, assessing understanding, 219
strategies
Is This a Multi-Story Book or a Single-Story Book? 133, 138
Push Your Eyes, 107, 124
Level J–Q texts
strategies, Series Books Have Predictable Plots, 133, 140
Level J–R texts, strategies, Reactions Help You Find the Problem, 133, 139
Level J–Z+ texts, strategies
Actions, Outcomes, Response, 193, 203
Ask Questions, Form Ideas, 221, 225
Boxes and Bullets, 226
Categorize Context with Connectors, 299, 303
Character Comparisons, 165, 176
Choose Books with Your Identity in Mind, 47, 63
Compare Lessons Across Books in a Series, 193, 202
Conversation Playing Board, 327, 336
Don’t Skip It! 273, 285
Empathize to Understand, 165, 177
Feelings Help Us Learn, 193, 201
Hop In and Out Using the Table of Contents, 273, 287
Integrate Features and Running Text, 273, 286
Keep the Line Alive, 327, 338
Let the Blurb Help You, 133, 143
Look Out for What Characters Teach Each Other, 193, 198
Look to Text Features, 299, 305
Mistakes Can Lead to Lessons, 193, 200
Multiple Meaning Words, 299, 304
Partners Can Be Fluency Teachers, 107, 125
Picture It, 299, 306
Scan and Plan, 249, 259
Sentence Starter Sticks, 327, 337
Snap to the Next Line, 107, 126
Super STARter Jots, 327, 335
Survey the Text, 221, 227
Taking Risks with Gentler Language, 327, 339
Talk Between and Across, 327, 340
Topic/Subtopic/Details, 221, 224
Unpacking What It Means to “Sound Right,” 79, 101
Visualize to Focus, 47, 64
What Are You Left With? 193, 199
What Can Characters Teach Us? 193, 197
What Can I Do with a Sticky Note? 353, 360
What’s Your Problem? 133, 141
Who’s Speaking? 133, 142
Level K–M texts, framing topics and ideas for, 205
Level K–Z+ texts, strategies
Book-to-Book Connections, 193, 204
Buzz About Books, 47, 69
Dig Deeper to Find a Story’s Topics, 193, 205
Find Clues About Theme in the Blurb, 193, 207
Finding Reading Territories, 47, 66
Reading Log Rate Reflection, 47, 65
Reflect on the Past and Plan for the Future, 47, 67
Retell What’s Most Important by Making Connections to the Problem, 133, 144
From Seed to Theme, 193, 206
Level L–Z+ texts
partnership cards, 333
strategies
Angled Summaries for Highlighting Deeper Ideas in Plot, 133, 145
Chapter-End Stop Signs, 133, 147
Code a Text, 249, 260
Conversation Cooperation, 327, 341
Does It Engage Me? 47, 73
Hear the Story, 47, 74
Important Versus Interesting, 249, 262
Infer to Figure It Out, 299, 310
Monitor Your Stamina and Pace, 47, 72
Mood as a Clue to Meaning, 299, 311
Paraphrase Chunks, Then Put It Together, 221, 228
Read with a Focus to Focus, 47, 71
Set Page Goals, 47, 70
Sketch in Chunks, 221, 229
Summarize Based on What a Character Wants, 133, 146
Translate a Text, 249, 261
Use Part of Speech as a Clue, 299, 309
What’s Worth Keeping?, 353, 361
Where Am I? 133, 148
Words Across a Line Break, 79, 102
Yes, But Why? 165, 178
Level M–P texts
implicit themes in, 191
nonfiction, topics and ideas in, 219
Level M–R texts, single subject nonfiction books, 222
Level M–Z+ texts
boxes and bullets, 226
strategies
Add Up Facts to Determine Main Idea, 221, 232
Level M–Z+ texts, strategies, continued
Answering Questions, 249, 267
The Best of Times, the Worst of Times, 353, 365
Be Word Conscious, 299, 315
Challenge Questions, 327, 344
Clue in to Topic Sentences, 221, 238
Consider Structure, 221, 240–41
Context + Clues = Clarity, 299, 314
Determining the Importance in Another’s Ideas, 327, 346
Five-Sentence Summary, 353, 362
Following Procedures, 249, 266
Help from Cognates, 299, 317
Interactions Can Lead to Inferences, 165, 179
Keying In to What’s Important (Biographies), 249, 265
Make the Pause Match the Meaning, 107, 127
Maps, 273, 288
Most Important . . . to Whom? 221, 230
Moving On to a New Idea, 327, 345
My Reading Timeline, 353, 363
Note Taking Helps to Understand Nonfiction, 353, 364
Opinion–Reasons–Evidence, 221, 234
Power Questions, 327, 347
Read It How the Author Tells You (Tags), 107, 128
Say Something Meaningful, 327, 342
Shrink-a-Text with a Partner, 221, 239
Slow Down for Numbers, 249, 263
Talk and Actions as Windows, 165, 180
Time = Parts, 221, 235
Track Down Opinion Clues in Solutions, 221, 233
Try an Idea on for Size, 327, 343
Use the Just-Right Word (Trait Word Sort), 299, 312
Using Analogies, 249, 264
What and So What, 221, 237
What Does the Author Say? What Do I Say? 221, 231
Why Does the Story Matter? 221, 236
Word Relationships in a Phrase, 299, 316
strategies, Know the Word, Use the Word, 299, 313
Level N–Z+ texts
characters in, 164
strategies
Aha Moment, 193, 214
Character Change Can Reveal Lessons, 193, 211
Complex Characters, 165
Conflict Brings Complexity, 165, 185
Go with the Flow (Chart), 273, 290
The Influences on Character, 165, 182
Lifting a Line, 353, 367
Old Information, New Look, 273, 289
Out-of-Character Character, 165, 181
Piling Together Traits to Get Theories, 165, 186
Readers Ask Themselves Questions, 193, 210
The Real World in My Book, 193, 208
Respond to Issues That Repeat, 193, 213
Stories Teach Us About Life Issues, 193, 209
Summarizing with “Somebody . . . Wanted . . . But . . . So . . . “, 133, 149
Symbols Repeat, 193, 212
Two-Sided Problems, 133, 150
What Happened/What It Makes Me Think T-Chart, 353, 366
Write, Talk, Write, 353, 369
Writing Long, 353, 368
Level O texts, rubrics for vocabulary expectations, 298
Level O–Z+ texts, strategies
Bring on the Debate, 327, 348
Determining Author’s Purpose, Point of View, 221, 242
Use a Reference and Explain It, 299, 319
What's the Perspective on the Topic? 221, 243
Level P/Q texts, and the introduction of symbolism, 191
Level P–Z+ texts, strategies
Character Connections Web, 353, 370
Compare Books for New Ideas, 353, 371
Consider Character in Context, 165, 187
Cracking Open Headings, 273, 291
Does the Story Have to Be Set There, and Then? 133, 151
Event Connections, 249, 268
Find Similarities (and Differences) Within Groups, 299, 320
Flash Essay, 353, 373
Map It, 133, 156
Not Just Page Decorations, 133, 153
Perspective, Position, Power, 221, 245
Plotting Flashback on a Timeline, 133, 154
Reacting, Responding, 353, 372
Read Up a Ladder, 299, 321
Statistics and Stance, 249, 269
Tenses as a Clue to Flashback and Backstory, 133, 152
Tricks of Persuasion, 221, 244
Vivid Setting Description and Impact on Character, 133, 155
Writing to Question and Critique, 353, 374
Level Q–Z+ text
nonfiction, topics and ideas in, 219
strategies
FQR (Facts/Questions/Response) Sheets for Filling in Gaps, 133, 157
Identifiers, Identity, and Ideas, 193, 215
Secondary Sages, 193, 216
Sidebar as Section, 273, 292
Level R/S texts, multiple themes in, 191
Level R–Z+ texts
multiple subject nonfiction, 222
strategies
Analyzing Historical Contexts, 133, 160
Be Alert for Word Choice, 299, 322
Blind Spots, 165, 189
Double Plot Mountain, 133, 158
Get to the Root, 299, 323
Graphic Graphs, 273, 295
Historical Notes Prime Prior Knowledge, 133, 159
Idea Connections, 353, 376
Pile It On, 353, 377
Primary Sources, 273, 293
Take Your Time (Line), 273, 294
Titles Can Be Telling, 193, 217
What’s in a Character’s Heart? 165, 188
Write from Inside the Story, 353, 377

Level V–Z+ texts, strategies, Micro-/Meso-/Macroenvironment Systems:
Levels of Setting, 133, 161
Level-Specific Partner Menus, 327, 333
life issues
and emotional connects to reading, writing about, 372
stories about, 209
Lifting a Line, 353, 367
Linger Finger, 23, 26
linking words, connectors, 303
Listen, Praise., 368
Listen and Respond, 327, 329
listening skills
active listening and paraphrasing, 331
and facing the speaker, 328
and hearing unfamiliar words, 301
and hearing words that sound alike, 317
listening during conversations, 338
making sure words sound right, 83, 101
and responding to what has been said, 329
and sentence starter prompts, 337
and working with partners to smooth voice, 116
listening during conversations, 338

Listen with Your Whole Body, 327, 328
literacy centers, 14
literacy learning, See also Fluency goal and early childhood, 20–21
frameworks for, 13–14
having high expectations for, 251
and the importance of feedback, 11
Lighting Teacher’s Playbook series
(Serravallo), 2, 65
The Literary Essay: Analyzing Craft and Theme (Roberts and Wischow), 352
Literary Essays: Writing About Reading
(Calkins and McEvoy), 352, 375
Look for a Pattern, 165, 173
Look for Vowels That Go Together, 79, 100
Look Out for What Characters Teach Each Other, 193, 198
Look to Text Features, 299, 305

M

macroenvironment systems, defined, 161
Main Topic(s) and Idea(s) goal (nonfiction) and details/facts that support details, 255, 262
experiencing different views on, 231
identifying students who would benefit from, 219–20
importance, 217
introducing emergent readers to, 25
strategies
Add Up Facts to Determine Main Idea, 221, 232
Ask Questions, Form Ideas, 221, 225
Boxes and Bullets, 221, 226
Clue in to Topic Sentences, 221, 238
Consider Structure, 221, 240–41
Determining Author’s Purpose, Point of View, 221, 242
Most Important . . . to Whom? 221, 230
Notice What Repeats, 221, 223
One Text, Multiple Ideas (or Topics), 221, 222
Opinion–Reasons–Evidence, 221, 234
Paraphrase Chunks, Then Put It Together, 221, 228
Perspective, Position, Power, 221, 245
Shrink-a-Text with a Partner, 221, 239
Sketch in Chunks, 221, 229
Survey the Text, 221, 227
Time = Parts, 221, 235
Topic/Subtopic/Details, 221, 224
Track Down Opinion Clues in Solutions, 221, 233
Tricks of Persuasion, 221, 244
What and So What, 221, 237
What Does the Author Say? What Do I Say? 221, 231
What’s the Perspective on the Topic? 221, 243
Why Does the Story Matter? 221, 236
understanding, in nonfiction reading, 219
using precise language for, 300
using sidebars to identify, 292
Make Attempts That Make Sense, 79, 88
Make the 2-D into 3-D, 273, 274
Make the Bumpy Smooth, 107, 111
Make the Pause Match the Meaning, 107, 127
Make Your Voice Match the Meaning, 107, 118, 120, 123
making connections skill, Reacting, Responding, 353, 372
making a reading plan skill, Don’t Skip It! 273, 285
making sense
using to figure out unfamiliar words, 89
when monitoring comprehension, 86
maps
strategies
Map It, 133, 156
Maps, 273, 288
structures and information in, 288
margin information, described, 7
Margins section, 7
Martinelli, Marjorie, 15
materials and supplies lists in procedural texts, 266
math brains, switching to when reading nonfiction, 263
McKeown, Margaret G., 321
meaning. See monitoring for meaning skill
memories about reading, sketching, 354, 365
recognition, 154
mental attitude, positive, applying to reading, 60
mentor texts, for flash essays, 373
menus, partnership, 333
mesoenvironment systems, defined, 161
metaphors and similes, 316
microenvironment systems, defined, 161
Micro-/Meso-/Macroenvironment Systems: Levels of Setting, 133, 161
Mind Over Matter, 47, 60
Miscue Analysis Made Easy (Wilde), 78
Mistakes Can Lead to Lessons, 193, 200
monitoring engagement skill, strategies
Reread to Get Back in Your Book, 47, 50
Set Page Goals, 47, 70
monitoring for meaning communicating clearly, importance of transition words, 356–257
defined, 76
identifying meaningful ideas, 342
reflecting using voice, 120
and responses to reading, 366
role of reader’s response, 334
and understanding words as carriers of, 28
and word choice, 322
monitoring for meaning skill strategies
Back Up, Revise, 23, 32
Be Word Conscious, 299, 315
Bold Words Signal Importance, 273, 280
Check Yourself, 249, 253
Click and Clunk, 249, 256
Code a Text, 249, 260
Double Plot Mountain, 133, 158
Fast Facts Stats, 273, 281
Fixing the Fuzziness, 47, 53
Following Procedures, 249, 266
FQR (Facts/Questions/Response) Sheets for Filling in Gaps, 133, 157
Gather Up Facts, 249, 254
Generic, Not Specific, 249, 258
Glossary Warm-Up, 273, 284
Graphic Graphs, 273, 295
Historical Notes Prime Prior Knowledge, 133, 159
If You Don’t Know, Guess, 23, 37
Insert a Synonym, 299, 302
Is This a Multi-Story Book or a Single-Story Book? 133, 138
Keep in Mind What Repeats, 23, 35
Look to Text Features, 299, 305
Make Attempts That Make Sense, 79, 88
Map It, 133, 156
Monitor Your Stamina and Pace, 47, 72
Move Your Body, Remember the Words, 23, 34
Multiple Meaning Words, 299, 304
Not Just Page Decorations, 133, 153
Plotting Flashback on a Timeline, 133, 154
Read, Cover, Remember, Retell, 249, 257
Reading with a Sense of “Wow,” 249, 251
Reread and Sketch with More Detail, 273, 276
Retell and Jump Back In, 47, 52
Slow Down for Numbers, 249, 263
Slow Down the Zoom, Zoom, Zoom to Make Sense, 79, 86
Stick to Your Story, 299, 308
Take Your Time (Line), 273, 294
Tenses as a Clue to Flashback and Backstory, 133, 152
Think (While You Read the Words), 79, 87
Using Analogies, 249, 264
What I See/What I Think, 39
Who’s Speaking? 133, 142
Who’s Telling the Story? 165, 175
You’ve Got to “Get It” to Be Engaged, 47, 68
Monitor Your Stamina and Pace, 47, 72
Mood as a Clue to Meaning, 299, 311
More Than One Side, 165, 184
Most Desirable/Least Desirable, 47, 56
Most Important . . . to Whom?, 221, 230
Move Your Body, Remember the Words, 23, 34
Moving On to a New Idea, 327, 345
Mraz, Kristine, 15
multiple line sentences, 126
Multiple Meaning Words, 299, 304
multi-story books, 138
multisyllabic words, 93
My Reading Timeline, 353, 363

narrative nonfiction

defined, 236

Key Details goal, Event Connections, 249, 268

Main topic(s) and Idea(s) goal (nonfiction)

Most Important . . . to Whom? 221, 230
Time = Parts, 221, 235
What Does the Author Say? What Do I Say? 221, 231
Why Does the Story Matter? 221, 236

Vocabulary goal, Picture It, 299, 306
writing about reading goal, Five-Sentence Summary, 353, 362

narrative texts, strategies

Act It to Storytell It, 23, 30
Back Up, Revise, 23, 32
Character Name or Group Name?, 23, 43
Characters Do, Characters Say, 23, 29
Connect the Pages, 23, 42
Express the Emotions, 23, 31
If You Don’t Know, Guess, 23, 37
Move Your Body, Remember the Words, 23
Pictures as Stepping-Stones, 23, 27
Read Like a Storyteller, 107, 123
Talk Like the Character, 23, 36
Use Story Language, 23, 33
What I See/What I Think, 23, 39
narrators
and character’s blind spots, 188
as main story tellers, clues to, 175
as storytellers, words associated with, 175
themes revealed by, 367
Navigating Nonfiction in Expository Text: Determining Importance and Synthesizing (Calkins and Tolan), 222, 226, 234
Navigating Nonfiction, Grade 3 (Boynton and Blevins), 34, 282, 288, 290, 295
Navigating Nonfiction in Narrative and Hybrid Text (Calkins and Tolan), 364
new perspectives skill, Taking Risks with Gentler Language, 327, 339
Next Step Guided Reading Assessment (Richardson and Walther), 77
No More “Look Up the List” Vocabulary Instruction (Cobb and Blachowicz), 300, 312, 315, 316, 317
nonfiction. See also Supporting Pre-Emergent and Emergent Readers goal
accumulating fact vs understanding ideas, 250
applying stop-and-jot approach to note taking for, 359
basic questions about subjects of texts, 347
comprehension strategies, 3
creating lists of facts, 254
definitions of words within sentences, 318
fiction reading vs., 251
Fluency goal, Use a “This Is Interesting” Voice, 107, 110
generic vs. specific nouns in, 258
group words in, 43
and information about the book on the back cover, 143
and internalizing basic structure of, 25
Key Details goal
Answering Questions, 249, 267
Check Yourself, 249, 253
Click and Clunk, 249, 256
Code a Text, 249, 260
Compare New to Known, 249, 250
Consistently Ask, “How Do I Know?” 249, 255
Event Connections, 249, 268
Following Procedures, 249, 266
Gather Up Facts, 249, 254
Generic, Not Specific, 249, 258
identifying students who would benefit from, 247–48
importance, 246–47
Important Versus Interesting, 249, 262
Keying In to What’s Important (Biographies), 249, 265
Read, Cover, Remember, Retell, 249, 257
Reading with a Sense of “Wow,” 249, 251
Scan and Plan, 249, 259
Slow Down for Numbers, 249, 263
A Spin on KWL, 249, 252
Statistics and Stance, 249, 269
Translate a Text, 249, 261
Using Analogies, 249, 264
Level O, A Rubric for Evaluating Responses to Vocabulary and Figurative Language Questions in Fiction/Nonfiction, 298
Main topic(s) and Idea(s) goal
Add Up Facts to Determine Main Idea, 221, 232
Ask Questions, Form Ideas, 221, 225
Boxes and Bullets, 221, 226
Clue in to Topic Sentences, 221, 238
Consider Structure, 221, 240–41
Determining Author’s Purpose, Point of View, 221, 242
Dig Deeper to Find a Story’s Topics, 193, 205
importance, 218
Most Important . . . to Whom? 221, 230
Notice What Repeats, 221, 223
One Text, Multiple Ideas (or Topics), 221, 222
Opinion–Reasons–Evidence, 221, 234
Paraphrase Chunks, Then Put It Together, 221, 228
Perspective, Position, Power, 221, 245
Shrink-a-Text with a Partner, 221, 239
Sketch in Chunks, 221, 229
Survey the Text, 221, 227
Time = Parts, 221, 235
Topic/Subtopic/Details, 221, 224
Track Down Opinion Clues in Solutions, 221, 233
Tricks of Persuasion, 221, 244
What and So What, 221, 237
What Does the Author Say? What Do I Say? 221, 231
What’s the Perspective on the Topic? 221, 243
Why Does the Story Matter? 221, 236
matching tone and intonation to sense of discovery, 120
page structure, and deciding where to start, 259
prior knowledge, accessing, 54, 252
reading all parts of pages in, 285
reading as if teaching, 41
scanning prior to reading, 259
slowing down when reading numbers, 263
Supporting Pre-Emergent and Emergent Readers goal, Use a Teaching Voice, 23, 41
Text Features goal
Bold Words Signal Importance, 273, 280
Caption It! 273, 277
Cover Up Then Zoom In, 273, 275
Cracking Open Headings, 273, 291
Diagrams Show and Tell, 273, 282
Don’t Skip It! 273, 285
Fast Facts Stats, 273, 281
Get More from Pictures, 273, 278
Glossary Warm-Up, 273, 284
Go with the Flow (Chart), 273, 290
Graphic Graphs, 273, 295
Hop In and Out Using the Table of Contents, 273, 287
identifying students who would benefit from, 271–72
Text Features goal, continued
importance, 270
Integrate Features and Running
Text, 273, 286
Labels Teach, 273, 279
Make the 2-D into 3-D, 273, 274
Maps, 273, 288
Old Information, New Look, 273,
289
Primary Sources, 273, 293
Reread and Sketch with More
Detail, 273, 276
Sidebar as Section, 273, 292
Take Your Time (Line), 273, 294
and using text features effectively,
271
Why a Visual? 273, 283
Vocabulary and Language goal
It's Right There in the Sentence!
299, 318
Look to Text Features, 299, 305
Read Up a Ladder, 299, 321
Writing about Reading goal
Five-Sentence Summary, 353, 362
Nonfiction Readers Stop and Jot,
353, 359
Note Taking Helps to Understand
Nonfiction, 353, 364

The Nonfiction Now Lesson Bank, Grades
4–8: Strategies and Routines for Higher-
Level Comprehension in the Content
Areas (Akhavan), 227, 239
Nonfiction Readers Stop and Jot, 353, 359
nonverbal cues, during conversations, 332.
See also body language skill
“not”
as a connector, 303
word part clues, 307
Notebook Connections: Strategies for the
Reader’s Notebook (Buckner), 362–63,
367, 370
note-taking. See also sticky notes; stop-and-
Jot approach
about important events, 147
for assessing conversational skills, 326
coding text, 260
double-entry T-charts, 366
for nonfiction texts, 364
Note Taking Helps to Understand
Nonfiction, 353, 364
questions about nonfiction, 59
stop-and-Jot approach, 56
tracking character events, 147
using symbols for, 355
Notice and Note: Strategies for Close Reading
(Beers and Probst), 214, 216
Notice a Pattern and Give Advice, 193, 194
Notice What Repeats, 221, 223
noticing details skill. See details, descriptive;
Key Details goal
Not Just Page Decorations, 133, 153
nouns, generic vs. specific, 258
numbers
in nonfiction texts, paying attention
to, 263
numbers books, 22
objects, meaningful, recognizing, 212
obstacles. See Character goal; lessons
learned; problems and solutions,
characters’
Old Information, New Look, 289
One Text, Multiple Ideas (or Topics), 221, 222
one-to-one matching skill, Point and Read
One for One, 79, 81
opinion, point of view. See also critical
thinking; facts, supporting evidence
authors; recognizing, 242, 269
in flash essays, 373
identifying author’s point of view, 242
recognizing opinion words, 242
strategies
Determining Author’s Purpose,
Point of View, 221, 242
Opinion–Reasons–Evidence, 221,
234
supporting with evidence, 171, 231,
234, 343, 358.
and writing long, 356
opposition/contradiction, transition words
for, 357
oral reading records, assessments using, 77
or,” as a connector, 303
“Orthographic Analogy Training with
Kindergarten Children” (Peterson and
Haines), 90
Out-of-Character Character, 165, 181
outside-of-the-text connections
and meaningful conversations, 342
real-world issues, 208
value of, 334
oxymoron, defined, 316
pacing, reading pace
adjusting to promote comprehension, 68
and fluency, 105
and hearing the voice of the author, 74
improving using reading logs, 65
monitoring for meaning skill, 72
reading ahead of the text, 121
reading nonfiction, 228
reading quickly, 86
reading slowly, 86
strategies
Monitor Your Stamina and Pace,
47, 72
Reading Log Rate Reflection, 47, 65
pages
connecting, 32, 42
goals for reading, and building
stamina, 70
in nonfiction texts, reading all parts
of, 285
staying on, 24
whole, viewing, 25
paragraphs
first and last, information in, 243
mood of, as clue to unfamiliar words,
311
remembering and retelling content
of, 257
paraphrasing skill
and active listening, 331
strategies
Paraphrase Chunks, Then Put It
Together, 221, 228
Say Back What You Heard, 225, 331
parsing, as a component of fluency, 105
participating in conversations, 330
Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC) standardized assessments, 19

partnerships. See also conversations, shared and acting as a reading coach, 84
conversations within, 333
and engagement, 45
as fluency teachers, 125
and helping smooth voice, 116
and imagining/acting out feelings, 170
partnership menus, 333
partnership time, 30
and responding during conversations, 329
shrinking text down to main idea with, 239
strategies
Be a Coach to Your Partner, 79, 84
Partners Can Be Fluency Teachers, 107, 125
Partners Help to It Out, 107, 116
and taking notes about nonfiction, 364
parts of speech
using to identify unfamiliar word, 314
value of understanding, 309

“Party” Ladder, 47, 57
patterns
as clue for understanding characters, 173, 194
Notice a Pattern and Give Advice, 193, 194
predictable, in series books, 140
and repetition in nonfiction, 223
and the use of statistics, 269
pauses, in texts
matching to meaning, 127
rhythmic, when reading aloud, 111
Pearson, P.D., 12
A Perfect Reading Spot, 47, 48
periods
at ends of sentences, 126
as indicator of voice, 110, 113
perspectives, different
author’s, tools for identifying, 243
and critical thinking about nonfiction writing, 245
on the same topic, 231

phrasing skill
as a component of fluency, 105
punctuation and, 115
and relationships among words, 316
strategies
Fluency Phone for Feedback, 107, 119
Get Your Eyes Ahead of the Words, 107, 121
Make the Bumpy Smooth, 107, 111
Make the Pause Match the Meaning, 107, 127
Make Your Voice Match the Meaning, 107, 120
Partners Can Be Fluency Teachers, 107, 125
Partners Help to Smooth It Out, 107, 116
Punctuation Inside a Sentence, 107, 115
Push Your Eyes, 107, 124
Say Good-Bye to Robot Reading, 107, 112
Snap to the Next Line, 107, 126
Warm-Up and Transfer, 107, 114
Warm-Up Phrases, 107, 122

physical activity, taking a break, 55
picture books
and engagement among beginning readers, 22. see also drawings, sketches, photographs
strategies
Be an Explorer Who Finds Treasures in Books, 23, 24
Characters Do, Characters Say, 23
Express the Emotions, 23

Picture It, 299, 306
pictures. See drawings, sketches, photographs
Pictures as Stepping-Stones, 23, 27
Pile It On, 353, 377
Piling Together Traits to Get Theories, 165, 186
Pinnell, Gay Su, 14, 77
planning for reading nonfiction texts, 259, 285, 290
Scan and Plan, 249, 259
Plot and Setting goal (fiction)
angled summaries, 145
historical time periods, 151
identifying background vs. central plot points, 151
identifying connection of problems to, 141
identifying students who would benefit from, 131
importance, 130–31
and mapping movements of characters, 156
micro-/meso-/macroenvironments, 161
opening words as clues to, 148
plot, defined, 137, 195
plot mountains, 158
skills associated with, 130
strategies
Analyzing Historical Contexts, 133, 160
Angled Summaries for Highlighting Deeper Ideas in Plot, 133, 145
Chapter-End Stop Signs, 133, 147
Does the Story Have to Be Set There, and Then? 133, 151
Double Plot Mountain, 133, 158
Plot and Setting goal (fiction), strategies, continued

FQR (Facts/Questions/Response) Sheets for Filling in Gaps, 133, 157

Historical Notes Prime Prior Knowledge, 133, 159

Is This a Multi-Story Book or a Single-Story Book? 133, 138

Lean on the Pictures, 133, 134

Let the Blurb Help You, 133, 143

Map It, 133, 156

Micro-/Meso-/Macroenvironment Systems: Levels of Setting, 133, 161

Not Just Page Decorations, 133, 153

Plotting Flashback on a Timeline, 133, 154

Reactions Help You Find the Problem, 133, 139

Retell What’s Most Important by Making Connections to the Problem, 133, 144

Series Books Have Predictable Plots, 133, 140

Summarize Based on What a Character Wants, 133, 146

Summarizing What’s Most Essential, 133, 136

Summarizing with “Somebody . . . Wanted . . . But . . . So . . .” 133, 149

Tenses as a Clue to Flashback and Backstory, 133, 152

Title Power, 133, 135

Two-Sided Problems, 133, 150

Uh-oh . . . Phew, 133, 137

Vivid Setting Description and Impact on Character, 133, 155

What’s Your Problem? 133, 141

Where Am I? 133, 148

Who’s Speaking? 133, 142

unfamiliar, using FQR sheets to help clarify, 157

vivid descriptions of, impact on plot and character, 155

Plotting Flashback on a Timeline, 133, 154

poetry, poetic language

Be Alert for Word Choice, 299, 322

Picture It, 299, 306

Word Relationships in a Phrase, 299, 316

Point and Read One for One, 79, 81

Power Questions, 327, 347

practice time, importance, 2

precision, in word choice, 300

predicting skill, strategies

Let the Blurb Help You, 133, 143

Series Books Have Predictable Plots, 133, 140

prefixes, 90, 108, 307, 323

prekindergartners, emergent reading strategies for, 2, 22. See also Supporting Pre-Emergent and Emergent Readers goal

previewing text

and identifying unfamiliar words, 284, 310

and reading smoothly, 121

Primary Sources, 273, 293

Prime Yourself with Prior Knowledge, 47, 54

Print goal

identifying students who would benefit from, 2, 77

and information on back covers, 143

importance, 76–77

strategies

Apply Your Word Study to Book Reading, 79, 90

Be a Coach to Your Partner, 79, 84

Check Beginning and End, 79, 92

Check the Picture for Help, 79, 80

Cover and Slide, 79, 80, 97

Does It Sound like a Book? 79, 83

Flexible Sounds, 79, 96

Go Left to Right, 79, 95

Group Letters That Make Sounds Together, 79, 91

Juggle All Three Balls, 79, 89

Look for Vowels That Go Together, 79, 100

Make Attempts That Make Sense, 79, 88

Point and Read One for One, 79, 81

Run into the First Part, 79, 93

Skip and Return, 79, 99

Slow Down the Zoom, Zoom, Zoom to Make Sense, 79, 86

Take the Ending Off, 79, 94

Take the Word Apart, Then Put It Back Together, 79, 98

Think (While You Read the Words), 79, 87

Try, Try, Try Again, 79, 85

Unpacking What It Means to “Sound Right,” 79, 101

Use a Word You Know, 79, 82

Words Across a Line Break, 79, 102

prior knowledge about an author’s background, other books, 54, 242

and anticipating the reading process, 4

of book structures, 54

and demonstrating expertise, 40

for explaining words and meanings, 319

of historical events, 159

integrating with new information, 250

and making inferences, 174

and reading fiction, 174

and reading historical fiction, 159

and reading nonfiction, 54, 252

strategies

Compare New to Known, 249, 250

Insert a Synonym, 299, 302

Prime Yourself with Prior Knowledge, 47, 54

A Spin on KWL, 249, 252

using during conversations, 334

for writing flash essays, 373

problems and solutions, characters’ See also Character goal; lessons learned and conflict situations, 130

describing when retelling, 137

different characters’ approaches to, 176

as focus in biographies, 265

identifying problems and solutions, 130, 138–39, 141, 149, 199, 233

linking, 144

in multi-story vs. single-story books, 138

noting impacts of, 182

overcoming, in biographies, 265

predictable, in series books, 140

signal words for, 233

using titles to help recognize, 135

worsening, retelling, 137
procedural nonfiction
  following procedures, questions to answer, 266
Key Details goal, Following Procedures, 249, 266
  using flow charts to help clarify, 290
process charts, 17
Prompts section
  phrasing, language used for, 11–12
  purpose, using, 7
pronouns, as clue to narrator, 175
prosody, as a component of fluency, 105
punctuation. See also specific punctuation
  marks
  attending to, when reading nonfiction, 110
  end of sentence, using to guide voice and inflection, 113
  at the end of sentences, 125
  as a guide to voice when storytelling, 123
  importance for understanding meaning, 127
strategies
  Punctuation at the End of a Sentence, 107, 113
  Punctuation Inside a Sentence, 107, 115
  and understanding unfamiliar words, 318
puns, 316
puppets, role-playing using, 172
Purpose for Reading: Go/Stop Mat, 47, 58
  Push Your Eyes, 107, 124
  Put On the Character’s Face, 165, 168
questioning skill, asking questions
  as an approach to writing, 374
  and collecting questions when reading nonfiction, 225
  and engagement, 59
  as feedback, 11
  and following procedures, 266
  improving conversations using, 344
  keeping track of when reading nonfiction, 267
  as part of conversation, 325
question-askers, types of, 347
question stems, 347
question voice, 110
  and self-reflection, 210
  strategies
    Answering Questions, 249, 267
    Ask Questions to Engage with the Text, 47, 59
    Ask Questions, Form Ideas, 221, 225
    Challenge Questions, 327, 344
    Cover Up Then Zoom In, 273, 275
    FQR (Facts/Questions/Response) Sheets for Filling in Gaps, 133, 157
    Lifting a Line, 353, 367
    Power Questions, 327, 347
    Writing to Question and Critique, 353, 374
question marks
  for identifying confusing ideas, 260
  meaning, as guide to voice, 113
A Quick Guide to Boosting English Acquisition in Choice Time, K–2 (Porcelli and Tyler), 30, 172
quick jotting skill, strategies. See also note-taking
  Buying Stock in Sticky Notes, 353, 358
  Nonfiction Readers Stop and Jot, 353, 359
Quick Stops Using Symbols, 353, 355
quotation marks
  as guide to dialogue, 117
  and identifying who is speaking, 142
  quotations, from authors, using in writing about reading, 367
Reacting, Responding, 353, 372
reacting skill
  emotional reactions to reading, 372
  and lessons learned, 203
  responses to main problem, 150
  strategies
    Reacting, Responding, 353, 372
    Reactions Help You Find the Problem, 133, 139
Read, Cover, Remember, Retell, 249, 257
Readers Ask Themselves Questions, 193, 210
Readers Explain Their Thinking, 23, 38
Reading & Writing Informational Text in the Primary Grades (Duke and Bennett-Armstead), 256
reading aloud
  listening to oneself while, 119
  with partners, for improving fluency, 125
  and reading with expression, 31
  as tool for handling unfamiliar words, 301
  using a teaching voice, 41
  using gestures and body movements, 34
  warming up for, 114
  words, to identify unfamiliar words, 82
Reading Assessment: Nonfiction series (Serravallo), 248
reading coaches, 84
reading fluency. See Fluency goal
reading for pleasure
  and developing a reading life, 365
  emphasizing for beginning readers, 20–21
  importance of engagement, 44
  reading actively, 374
  and reading spots in classrooms, 48
  and role of reader in providing meaning, 230
  and stamina-tracking approaches, 61
Reading for Real: Teach Students to Read with Power, Intention, and Joy in K–3 Classrooms (Collins), 252, 253, 254, 259
reading goals. See also Fluency goal
  hierarchy of, 2–3
  individual, for each student, 5
  and learning to understand words, 76–77
  reading ladder approach, 321
  relevant and realistic, 2
  visual reminders, 8
reading-history reflection skill
  book logs, 45–46
  creating a timeline showing, 363
  drawing a memory about reading, 354
  favorite books, 66
  keeping track of, 67
  positive and negative, describing, 365
reading-history reflection skill, continued
remembering past reading experiences, 354
strategies
The Best of Times, the Worst of Times, 353, 365
My Reading Timeline, 353, 363
Sketch a Memory, 353, 354

Reading Ladders: Leading Student from Where They Are to Where We'd Like Them to Be (Lesesne), 321
reading literacy, and identifying as a reader, 66
Reading Log Rate Reflection, 47, 65
reading logs
and keeping track of reading history, 67
and monitoring stamina, 68
reading materials. See also book choice skill
and specific text levels
applying outside-of-the-text connections to, 334
basic questions about subjects of texts, 347
creating book sets, 340
cultivating a positive attitude about, 60
deciding which parts of texts to focus on, 71
and interweaving easy books and harder ones, 68
keeping lists of favorite books, 66, 114
and levels of text, 4
with longer sentences, strategies for reading, 124
monitoring engagement with, 73
for pre-emergent and emergent readers, 22
recommending to peers, 69
reading materials/texts, grounding ideas in, 342

Reading Miscue Inventory (Goodman, Watson, and Burke), 78
Reading Nonfiction: Notice & Note Stances, Signposts, and Questions (Beers and Probst), 229
reading plans, Don't Skip It! 273, 285
reading process skill
strategies, Scan and Plan, 249, 259
reading rate. See pacing, reading pace
Reading Recovery: A Guidebook for Teachers in Training (Clay), 83, 85, 92, 108
reading strategies. See also specific goals and strategies
applying flexibly, 85
applying within different literacy learning frameworks, 13–14
assessing students who would benefit from, 2–4
comparison with skills, 8–9, 10
defined, 6
matching to text levels, 4
outgrowing, internalizing, 9
presenting during small-group instruction, 11
presenting to students, 11
time for practicing, importance, 11
underlying research, xiii
value of for teaching reading, xii-xiii
viewing as scaffolding, 9
Reading with a Sense of "Wow," 249, 251
Reading with Meaning: Teaching Comprehension in the Primary Grades, second edition (Miller), 136, 197, 306
Read It Again! Revisiting Shared Reading (Parkes), 278, 302
Read It How the Author Tells You (Tags), 107, 128
Read It Like You've Always Known It, 107, 108
Read Like a Storyteller, 107, 123
Read Up a Ladder, 299, 321
Read with a Focus to Focus, 47, 71
Ready, Set, Action! 170
The Real World in My Book, 193, 208
real-world lessons, 208. See also lessons learned; outside-of-the-text connections recalling, remembering information, 257.
See also note-taking recipes, following directions in, 266
recommending books skill. See also reading materials components, 69
strategies, Buzz About Books, 47, 69
redirection, as feedback, 11
reference materials, using to explain words and meanings, 319
reflection. See self-assessments
Reflect on the Past and Plan for the Future, 47, 67
relationships
among characters, drawing a web to illustrate, 370
between character, as a clue to understanding actions/behaviors, 178–79
repetition charts, 18
repetition in conversations, as clue to need to move on, 345
in nonfiction, as clue to main idea, 223
strategies
Keep in Mind What Repeats, 23, 35
Respond to Issues That Repeat, 193
Symbols Repeat, 193
Reread and Sketch with More Detail, 273, 276
rereading
to assure comprehension, 87
confusing passages in nonfiction texts, 253
fast facts pages, 281
final paragraphs/pages, as clue to lessons learned, 199
headings and subheadings in, 291
hyphenated words, 102
and looking for character motivations, 178
and reading sentences as whole, 108
Reread to Get Back in Your Book, 47, 50
sticky notes, to evaluate worth of keeping, 361
as tool for regaining focus and attention, 51
and using storylines as clues for unfamiliar words, 308
when to keep, when to cut, 90
and working with fluency, 125
research questions
strategies, 257
using tables of contents and indexes to help answer, 287
respectful language skill
and debating/arguing effectively, 348
described, 325
responding to speakers during conversations, 329
Respond to Issues That Repeat, 193, 213
restatements, transition words for, 357
retelling skill
and describing solutions, 137
an describing worsening problems, 137
for expository nonfiction, 226
for nonfiction texts, 257
retelling vs. summarizing, 131
strategies
Keep Your Eyes and Mind in the Book, 47, 51
Lean on the Pictures, 133, 134
Let the Blurb Help You, 143
Read, Cover, Remember, Retell, 249, 257
Retell and Jump Back In, 47, 52
Retell What’s Most Important by Making Connections to the Problem, 133, 144
Series Books Have Predictable Plots, 133, 140
Topic/Subtopic/Details, 221, 224
Uh-oh . . . Phew, 133, 137
and summarizing stories, 136
using pictures to help with, 134
Retell What’s Most Important by Making Connections to the Problem, 133, 144
Retire Overworked Words, 299, 300, 312
reviewing books, and noting emotional responses to reading, 372
revising ideas skill
applying to understanding meaning, 32
strategies, Write, Talk, Write, 353, 369
Revision Toolbox (Heard), 300
Revisit, Reflect, Retell: Time-Tested Strategies for Teaching Reading Comprehension (Hoyt), 257
The Rhetoric of Teaching: Understanding the Dynamics of Holocaust Narratives in an English Classroom (Juzwik), 236
Role-Playing Characters to Understand Them Better, 165, 172, 312
root words, 90, 323
Rosenblatt, Louise, 190–91
A Rubric for Evaluating Responses to Vocabulary and Figurative Language Questions in Fiction/Nonfiction, 298
Run into the First Part, 79, 93
“running into words” approach, 93
running records
and assessing understanding of plot and setting, 131
assessments using, 77–78
fluency records, 105–6
Running Records for Classroom Teachers (Clay), 78
running texts
applying outside-of-the-text connections to, 334
headings and subheadings in, 291
information from, integrating with information from other text features, 286
and integrating information from text features into, 286
linking graphs to, 289
noticing unfamiliar words in, 310
S
sages, secondary characters as, 216
“Sample Cultural Identifiers” (National Association of Independent Schools), 215
Santman, Donna, 332, 336
Say Back What You Heard, 327, 331
Say Good-Bye to Robot Reading, 107, 112
Say It Out Loud, 299, 301
Say Something Meaningful, 327, 342
Scaffolding Language, Scaffolding Learning: Teaching English Language Learners in the Mainstream Classroom, second edition (Gibbons), 330
Scan and Plan, 249, 259
scanning nonfiction texts, 259
secondary characters
impact on the character, 182
interactions with main character, as basis for inference, 178–79
as sages, advisors, 216
understanding, 163
Secondary Sages, 193, 216
second grade, assessing nonfiction understanding, 219
sections, nonfiction
extracting main idea from, 222
remembering and retelling content of, 257
self-assessments/self-reflection. See also reading-history reflection skill about book club interactions, 341
becoming word conscious, 310, 315
deciding what parts of texts to focus on, 71
describing emotional responses to reading, 372
describing positive and negative reading experiences, 365
encouraging, 86
evaluating if reading makes sense, 32
and identifying as a reader, 66
importance of self-checking, 53
and keeping track of questions, 267
listening to oneself read, 119, 127
making sure words make sense, 89
and monitoring comprehension, 86–87, 210, 254, 256, 275
and monitoring participation in conversations, 330
and monitoring reading proficiency, 77
and monitoring stamina and pace, 72
pausing to integrate text features, 286
and pausing when writing long, 269
reading logs, 65
and recognizing growth as a reader, 67, 363
recognizing need to go back and reread passages, 253
and reviewing writing to make sure it says what you mean, 356
when reading nonfiction, 253
semicolon, as indicator of pauses, 124, 126
semicolons, as indicator of pauses, 115
sentences. See also Vocabulary and Language goal; words definitions of words within, 313, 318
ending punctuation, using to guide voice, 113
grouping of similar words within, 320
longer, role of interior punctuation, 115
mood of, as clue to unfamiliar words, 311
multiline, moving along without pausing, 124, 126
sentences. continued
newly learned words in, 313
reading as a whole unit, 108
understanding role of words in, 101
using transition words to reflect meaning, 356–57
sentence starters
as feedback, 11
for flash essays, 373
Sentence Starter Sticks, 327, 337, 368
sequencing skills
and five-sentence summaries, 362
flow charts for understanding, 290
sequencing stories using pictures, 134
strategies
Event Connections, 249, 268
Pictures as Stepping-Stones, 23, 27
Scan and Plan, 249, 259
series books
comparing lessons characters learn, 202
Series Books Have Predictable Plots, 133, 140
Set a Timed Goal, 47, 55
Set Page Goals, 47, 70
settings. See Plot and Setting goal (fiction)
Shades of Meaning: Comprehension and Interpretation in Middle School (Santman), 148, 213, 337, 348
shared reading, 58
short-text assessments, 219, 248
Shrink-a-Text with a Partner, 221, 239
Sidebar as Section, 273, 292
sidebars, 292
sighting words automatically skill, Word Treasure Hunt, 23, 28
similar things, connectors for, 303
single-story books, identifying, 138
sitting still during conversations, 328–29
Sketch a Memory, 353, 354
Sketch in Chunks, 221, 229
sketching. See drawings, sketches, photographs
skills, comparison with strategies, 8–9
Skip and Return, 79, 99
Slow Down for Numbers, 249, 263
Slow Down the Zoom, Zoom, Zoom to Make Sense, 79, 86
slow reading
and become word conscious, 315
and hearing the voice of the author, 74
Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium (SBAC) standardized assessments, 19
Smarter Charts book series (Martinelli and Mraz), 15
smoothing
and reading ahead of the text, 121
and working with fluency partners, 125
Snap to the Next Line, 107, 126
snap words (high-frequency words), reinforcing familiarity with, 109. See also Vocabulary and Language goal social issues. See also lessons learned; outside-of-the-text connections identifying and thinking about, 191
recognizing in lessons learned by characters, 208
repeated references to, as clue to themes, 213
stories about, 209
On Solid Ground: Strategies for Teaching Reading, K–3 (Taberski), 171
solutions. See lessons learned; problems and solutions, characters’
sounding out words, 89
“sounding right,” and understanding unfamiliar words, 101, 309
sources, primary, 293. See also fact; supporting evidence
Spanish, words that are similar to English words in, 317
speech bubbles, 167
Spelling K–8: Planning and Teaching (Snowball and Bolton), 307
A Spin on KWL, 249, 252
stamina skill
developing, using short-term goals, 57
reading with, importance, 2
and setting page goals, 70
and setting time goals, 55
and stamina charts, 61
strategies
Ask Questions to Engage with the Text, 47, 59
Be an Explorer Who Finds Treasures in Books, 23, 24
Monitor Your Stamina and Pace, 47, 72
Most Desirable/Least Desirable, 47, 56
“Party” Ladder, 47, 57
Purposes for Reading: Go/Stop Mat, 47, 58
Read with a Focus to Focus, 47, 71
Reflect on the Past and Plan for the Future, 47, 67
Set a Timed Goal, 47, 55
Set Page Goals, 47, 70
Track Progress on a Stamina Chart, 47, 61
standardized testing, 19
“star book” collections, 34
Statistics and Stance, 249, 269
staying on topic skill
described, 325
strategies
Conversation Playing Board, 327, 336
Determining the Importance in Another’s Ideas, 327, 346
Keep the Book in the Book Talk, 327, 334
Keep the Line Alive, 327, 338
Say Something Meaningful, 327, 342
stepping-stone technique, 27
steps, reviewing, for procedural texts, 266
Stick to Your Story skill, 299, 308
sticky notes. stop-and-jot approach
as approach to note taking, 56
conversation game using, 336
for conversation starters, 335
covering text technique, 275
and deciding what is worth keeping, 361
identifying themes and connections using, 195, 376–77
keeping track of ideas about characters, 171
marking chapter events using, 147
minimizing, for beginning readers, 167
multiple uses for, 360
for nonfiction, 225, 359
paraphrasing, 228  
for remembering questions, 59  
reviewing, deciding what’s worth keeping, 361  
using judiciously, 358  
using for stop-and-jot, 358  
for writing, long, 360

stories/storylines. See also Plot and Setting goal
about life issues, 209  
as clues to word meanings, 308  
complex, using FQR sheets to unravel, 157  
as context for unfamiliar words, 314  
identifying overall themes in, 141  
identifying who is telling the story, 175  
and keeping track of multiple plots, 158

naming topics, as tool for identifying themes, 205  
story mountains, 137  
thinking through as way of identifying problems, 141

and writing from inside a story, 375

Stories Teach Us About Life Issues, 193, 209

storytelling skill
acting out feelings, 170

helping emergent readers understand, 32

language used for, imitating, 33

and retelling story when attention wanders, 51

story play, 30

strategies
Act It to Storytell It, 23, 30
Characters Do, Characters Say, 23, 29
Pictures as Stepping-Stones, 23, 27
and talking like the character, 36

using gestures and body movements, 34
using picture strategies with, 80
using plot mountains, 158
when reading narratives, 123

Strategies That Work: Teaching
Comprehension for Understanding and Engagement, second edition (Harvey and Goudvis), 155, 157, 195, 206, 224, 228, 230, 246–47
strong words, identifying, 322

students, viewing as individuals, and articulating goals for, 5. See also goal setting
subheadings, subtopics
as clue to topics, 224
information in, 291
using graphic organizers to help pinpoint, 364

suffixes, 108, 307

summarizing skill
angled summaries, 145
extending, 36
five-sentence summaries of reading, 262
and identifying most important details, 262
role in nonfiction reading, 219–20

strategies
Add Up Facts to Determine Main Idea, 221, 232
Angled Summaries for Highlighting Deeper Ideas in Plot, 133, 145
Caption It! 273, 277
Consistently Ask, “How Do I Know?” 249, 255
Event Connections, 249, 268
Five-Sentence Summary, 353, 362
Go with the Flow (Chart), 273, 290
Is This a Multi-Story Book or a Single-Story Book? 133, 138
Keying In to What’s Important (Biographies), 249, 265
Maps, 273, 288
Most Important . . . to Whom? 221, 230
Power Questions, 327, 347
Primary Sources, 273, 293
Read, Cover, Remember, Retell, 249, 257
Retell What’s Most Important by Making Connections to the Problem, 133, 144
Shrink-a-Text with a Partner, 221, 239
Sidebar as Section, 273, 292
Summarize Based on What a Character Wants, 133, 146
Summarizing What’s Most Essential, 133, 136
Supporting Pre-Emergent and Emergent Readers goal, 133
Take Your Time (Line), 273, 294
Time = Parts, 221, 235
Topic/Subtopic/Details, 221, 224
Translate a Text, 249, 261
The WHOLE and Teeny-Tiny Details, 23, 25
transition words for, 357
Super STARter Jots, 327, 335, 358

Supporting Conversations goal
and conversation starters, 335
conversation-worthy topics, 325
and evaluating others’ comments, 343
and exchanging meaningful ideas, 342
and facing the speaker, 328

handling risky topics, 339
identifying students who would benefit from, 326

importance, 324
introducing new ideas, 345

inviting nonparticipants into, 330

and knowing when to move on, 345

and listening to the speaker, 338
planning for, by marking texts with symbols, 355
and recommending books to peers, 69

skills associated with, 325–26

strategies
Buzz About Books, 47, 69
Bring on the Debate, 327, 348
Challenge Questions, 327, 344
Conversation Cooperation, 327, 341
Conversation Playing Board, 327, 336
Determining the Importance in Another’s Ideas, 327, 346
Invite Quieter Voices, 327, 330
Keep the Book in the Book Talk, 327, 334
Keep the Line Alive, 327, 338
Level-Specific Partner Menus, 327, 333
Supporting Conversations goal, strategies, continued

Listen and Respond, 327, 329
Listen with Your Whole Body, 327, 328
Moving On to a New Idea, 327, 345
Say Back What You Heard, 327, 331
Sentence Starter Sticks, 327, 337
Super STARter Jots, 327, 335
Taking Risks with Gentler Language, 327, 339
Taking Turns Without Raising Hands, 327, 332
Talk Between and Across, 327, 340
and talking about books, 38
supporting ideas with evidence skill. See facts, supporting ideas with evidence skill
Supporting Pre-Emergent and Emergent Readers goal
encouraging to identify as readers, 23
example texts for, 22
and fluency when reading aloud, 111
identifying students who would benefit from, 2
importance, 20–21
introducing nonfiction structures to,
25
pointing at words with, 81
strategies
Act It to Storytell It, 23, 30
Back Up, Revise, 23, 32
Be an Explorer Who Finds Treasures in Books, 23, 24
Character Name or Group Name?, 23, 43
Characters Do, Characters Say, 23, 29
Connect the Pages, 23, 42
Express the Emotions, 23, 31
If You Don't Know, Guess, 23, 37
Keep in Mind What Repeats, 23, 35
Linger Finger, 23, 26
Move Your Body, Remember the Words, 23, 34
Pictures as Stepping-Stones, 23, 27
Readers Explain Their Thinking, 23, 38
Talk Like an Expert, 23, 40
Talk Like the Character, 23, 36
Use a Teaching Voice, 23, 41
Use Story Language, 23, 33
What I See/What I Think, 23, 39
The WHOLE and Teeny-Tiny Details, 23
Word Treasure Hunt, 23, 28
vocabulary limits, 274
Supporting IDeas with Evidence skill.
Supporting Pre-Emergent and Emergent Readers goal
encouraging to identify as readers, 23
example texts for, 22
and fluency when reading aloud, 111
identifying students who would benefit from, 2
importance, 20–21
introducing nonfiction structures to,
25
pointing at words with, 81
strategies
Act It to Storytell It, 23, 30
Back Up, Revise, 23, 32
Be an Explorer Who Finds Treasures in Books, 23, 24
Character Name or Group Name?, 23, 43
Characters Do, Characters Say, 23, 29
Connect the Pages, 23, 42
Express the Emotions, 23, 31
If You Don't Know, Guess, 23, 37
Keep in Mind What Repeats, 23, 35
Linger Finger, 23, 26
Move Your Body, Remember the Words, 23, 34
Pictures as Stepping-Stones, 23, 27
Readers Explain Their Thinking, 23, 38
Talk Like an Expert, 23, 40
Talk Like the Character, 23, 36
Use a Teaching Voice, 23, 41
Use Story Language, 23, 33
What I See/What I Think, 23, 39
The WHOLE and Teeny-Tiny Details, 23
Word Treasure Hunt, 23, 28
vocabulary limits, 274
Supporting IDeas with Evidence skill.
Supporting Pre-Emergent and Emergent Readers goal
encouraging to identify as readers, 23
example texts for, 22
and fluency when reading aloud, 111
identifying students who would benefit from, 2
importance, 20–21
introducing nonfiction structures to,
25
pointing at words with, 81
strategies
Act It to Storytell It, 23, 30
Back Up, Revise, 23, 32
Be an Explorer Who Finds Treasures in Books, 23, 24
Character Name or Group Name?, 23, 43
Characters Do, Characters Say, 23, 29
Connect the Pages, 23, 42
Express the Emotions, 23, 31
If You Don't Know, Guess, 23, 37
Keep in Mind What Repeats, 23, 35
Linger Finger, 23, 26
Move Your Body, Remember the Words, 23, 34
Pictures as Stepping-Stones, 23, 27
Readers Explain Their Thinking, 23, 38
Talk Like an Expert, 23, 40
Talk Like the Character, 23, 36
Use a Teaching Voice, 23, 41
Use Story Language, 23, 33
What I See/What I Think, 23, 39
The WHOLE and Teeny-Tiny Details, 23
Word Treasure Hunt, 23, 28
vocabulary limits, 274

Track Down Opinion Clues in Solutions, 221, 233
What and So What, 221, 237
What Does the Author Say? What Do I Say? 221, 231
What’s in a Character’s Heart? 165, 188
Why a Visual? 273, 283
Why Does the Story Matter? 221, 236
Yes, But Why? 165, 178

Table of Contents, using effectively, 287
tags, dialogue, as key to character traits, 180
Take the Ending Off, 79, 94
Take the Word Apart, Then Put It Back Together, 79, 98
Take Your Time (Line), 273, 294
Taking Risks with Gentler Language skill, 327, 339
Taking Turns Without Raising Hands, 327, 332
Talk About Understanding: Rethinking Classroom Talk to Enhance Comprehension (Keene), 166, 232, 369
Talk and Actions as Windows, 165, 180
talking about books. See Supporting Pre-Emergent and Emergent Readers goal; Shared Conversations goal; Writing About Reading goal
talking tickets/coins, 330
Talk Like the Character, 23, 36
Talk Like an Expert, 23, 40
talk stamina skill
described, 327, 336
strategies
Conversation Playing Board, 327, 336
Sentence Starter Sticks, 327, 337
Talk Between and Across, 327, 340
T-charts, 366
Teachers College Reading and Writing Project, 13, 348
teacher voice, 41, 110
Teaching Interpretation: Using Text-Based Evidence to Construct Meaning (Cherry-Paul and Johansen), 160

Teaching Reading in Small Groups: Differentiated Instruction for Building Strategic, Independent Readers (Serravallo), 65, 114, 333, 343–44
“Teaching Reading in Small Groups: Matching Methods to Purposes” (Serravallo), 70, 89, 168
Teaching Tip section, overviews, 6
Teale, William, 20–21
tenses, of verbs, 152
tenses as a Clue to Flashback and Backstory, 133, 152, 154
text boxes, 259
Text Clue/Background Knowledge Addition, 165, 174
Text Features goal
approaches to using effectively, 271
bolded text, 273, 280, 305
boxes and bullets, 226
as clue to meanings of words, 318
identifying students who would benefit from, 271–72
importance, 270
strategies
Bold Words Signal Importance, 273, 280
Caption It! 273, 277
Cover Up Then Zoom In, 273, 275
Cracking Open Headings, 273, 291
Diagrams Show and Tell, 273, 282
Don’t Skip It! 273, 285
Fast Facts Stats, 273, 281
Get More from Pictures, 273, 278
Glossary Warm-Up, 273, 284
Go with the Flow (Chart), 273, 290
Graphic Graphs, 273, 295
Hop In and Out Using the Table of Contents, 273, 287
Integrate Features and Running Text, 273, 286
Labels Teach, 273, 279
Make the 2-D into 3-D, 273, 274
Maps, 273, 288
Old Information, New Look, 273, 289
Primary Sources, 273, 293
Reread and Sketch with More Detail, 273, 276
Sidebar as Section, 273, 292
Take Your Time (Line), 273, 294
Why a Visual? 273, 283
and understanding unfamiliar words, 305
“Text Level Gradient” (Fountas and Pinnell), 132
Text Leveling Correlation Chart, 378
text levels, 375. See also specific text levels
text organization, problem-solution structures, 233
text structures. See also Print goal
information about on back cover, 143
nonfiction. and graphic organizers, 364
opinion-reason-evidence approach, 234
text surveys, nonfiction, 227
“text-to-self” connections, 334
“than,” “like,” “as” terminology, use in comparisons, 264
Themes and Ideas goal (fiction)
definitions, 195, 206
identifying students who would benefit from, 191–92
identifying, connecting themes, 145, 204
importance, 190–91
overall themes, in stories, 141
remembering using sticky notes, 171
and repeated phrases/behaviors, 213
strategies
Actions, Outcomes, Response, 193, 203
Aha Moment, 193, 214
Book-to-Book Connections, 193
Character Change Can Reveal Lessons, 193, 211
Compare Lessons Across Books in a Series, 193, 202
The Difference Between Plot and Theme, 193, 195
Dig Deeper to Find a Story’s Topics, 193, 205
Feelings Help Us Learn, 193, 201
Find Clues About Theme in the Blurb, 193, 206
Identifiers, Identity, and Ideas, 193, 215
Themes and Ideas goal (fiction), strategies, continued

Look Out for What Characters Teach Each Other, 193, 198
Mistakes Can Lead to Lessons, 193, 200
Notice a Pattern and Give Advice, 193, 194
Readers Ask Themselves Questions, 193, 210
The Real World in My Book, 193, 208
Respond to Issues That Repeat, 193, 213
Secondary Sages, 193, 216
From Seed to Theme, 193, 206
Stories Teach Us About Life Issues, 193, 209
Symbols Repeat, 193, 212
Titles Can Be Telling, 193, 217
We Can Learn (and Give Advice) Based on How Characters Treat Each Other, 193, 196
What Are You Left With? 193, 199
What Can Characters Teach Us? 193, 197
Think (While You Read the Words), 79, 87
Think, "Have I Seen It on the Word Wall?" 107, 109

thinking about characters. See Character goal
tinking flexibly skill, Try an Idea on for Size, 327, 343
thought clouds, 167
tier 2 vocabulary, 321
time = Parts, 221, 235
timed goals, 55
timelines
creating when reading historical nonfiction, 268
for favorite reading memories, 365
plotting flashbacks on, 154
for reading history, 363
as text features, 259, 294
titles, 294
time periods, temporal factors, time sequences
and clues to the passage of time, 153

identifying as background or central to the plot, 151
indicators of, 153
and keeping track of events in nonfiction texts, 268
and learning to connect pages, 42
and topics/subtopics in narrative nonfiction, 235
transitional word for, 357
and understanding historical contexts, 160
using FQR to clarify, 157
titles
as clue to main events, 147
as clues to main ideas, 237
connecting themes, 217
as context for unfamiliar words, 311
graphs, 295
identifying topic from, 243
importance, 135
of maps, 288
Title Power, 133, 135
Titles Can Be Telling, 193, 217
of timelines, 294
topic sentences, 227, 238
Topic/Subtopic/Details, 221, 224
Track Down Opinion Clues in Solutions, 221, 233
Track Progress on a Stamina Chart, 47, 61
traits, character. See also Character goal
as basis for forming theories about characters, 186
in complex characters, 183
dialogue and actions as clue to, 180
distinguishing from feelings, 173, 180
and identifying what's in a character's heart, 188
sorting into helpful and harmful traits, 184
trait words, 312
transitions
connectors, 42, 303
strategies
Transitioning from Sentence to Sentence goal, 353, 356–57
Use Story Language, 23, 33
words and phrases for, 337, 357

Translate a Text, 249, 261
Tricks of Persuasion, 221, 244
Truss, Lynne (Eats Shoots and Leaves), 127
Try, Try, Try Again, 79, 85
Try an Idea on for Size, 327, 343
Twain, Mark, 300
Two-Sided Problems, 133, 150

Uh-oh . . . Phew, 133, 137
underlining, 260
understanding cause and effect skill, Event Connections, 249, 268
understanding genre skill, Character Name or Group Name? 43
understanding how words work skill, strategies. See also Vocabulary and Language goal
Get to the Root, 299, 323
Word Part Clues—Prefixes and Suffixes, 299, 307
understanding plot and setting. See Plot and Setting goal
unfamiliar words. See also Vocabulary and Language goal; words
familiar words as clue to, 82
guessing meaning of, 88
identifying by looking at beginnings and end, 92–93, 94
identifying by looking into first part, 93
identifying, then rereading sentences as a whole, 108
and looking for paired vowels, 100
looking up in reference materials, 319
noting using stop-and-jot, 359
previewing text to find, 310
reading aloud, 301
reading ladder approach, 321
reading part-by-part, left-to-right, 95–96, 97
skipping and returning to later, 99
sounding out, 101
substituting synonyms for, 302
trying different vowel sounds, 96
using context to figure out, 308, 318
using familiar words to figure out, 82
using mood to figure out, 311
using multiple strategies to figure out, 89, 314, 318
using prefixes and suffixes to figure out, 307
using text features to figure out, 305
and word relationships, 316
Unifix cubes, for visualizing the conversations, 338

Units of Study in Opinion, Narrative and
Informational Writing (Calkins et al.), 348

"unlike," as a connector, 303
Unpacking What It Means to “Sound Right,” 79, 101, 309
Use a Reference and Explain It, 299, 319
Use a Teaching Voice, 23, 41
Use a “This Is Interesting” Voice, 107, 110
Use a Word You Know, 79, 82
Use Part of Speech as a Clue, 299, 309
Use Story Language, 23, 33
Use the Just-Right Word (Trait Word Sort), 299, 312
Using Analogies, 249, 264
using references skill, Use a Reference and Explain It, 299, 319
using structure as a source of information skill, Unpacking What It Means to “Sound Right,” 79, 101
using transition words and phrases skill, Use Story Language, 23, 33
using words in a correct context skill
Know the Word, Use the Word, 299, 313
Retire Overworked Words, 299, 300

V
Vary the Length or Type of Text (“Break Reads”), 47, 49
verb tenses, and backstories, 152
visual aids/cues. See also drawings, sketches, photographs
for adding ideas to conversations, 338
as tool for figuring out unfamiliar words, 89
visual information, defined, 76
Visualize to Focus, 47, 64
visualizing skill. See also imagination, imagining

strategies
Analyzing Historical Contexts, 133, 160
Compare New to Known, 249, 250
Does the Story Have to Be Set There, and Then? 133, 151
Double Plot Mountain, 133, 158
Get More from Pictures, 273, 278
Hear the Story, 47, 74
Historical Notes Prime Prior Knowledge, 133, 159
Make the 2-D into 3-D, 273, 274
Map It, 156
Micro-/Meso-/Macrouenvironment Systems: Levels of Setting, 133, 161
Not Just Page Decorations, 133, 153
Plotting Flashback on a Timeline, 133, 154
Put On the Character’s Face, 165, 168
Ready, Set, Action! 165, 170
Reread and Sketch with More Detail, 273, 276
Role-Playing Characters to Understand Them Better, 165, 172
Sketch in Chunks, 221, 229
Slow Down for Numbers, 249, 263
Using Analogies, 249, 264
Visualize to Focus, 47, 64
Vivid Setting Description and Impact on Character, 133, 155
Where Am I? 133, 148
Who’s Speaking? 133, 142
Write from Inside the Story, 353, 375
visualizing conversations, 338
visualizing numeric facts, 263
visualizing setting, 131
visuals. See also drawings, sketches, photographs
described, 6
helpful, characteristics, 15
information contained in, 295
types of, 16–18, 283
Visuals section, overview, 6

Vivid Setting Description and Impact on Character, 133, 155
Vocabulary and Language goal. See also unfamiliar words; words
for fiction and nonfiction readers, 3
figuring out unfamiliar words, 297
fostering consciousness of words, 297
and group words in nonfiction texts, 43
identifying students who would benefit from, 297
importance, 296–97
and increasing familiar words, 109
and learning new words, 297
storytelling language, 33

strategies
Be Alert for Word Choice, 299, 322
Be Word Conscious, 299, 315
Categorize Context with Connectors, 299, 303
Context + Clues = Clarity, 299, 314
Find Similarities (and Differences) Within Groups, 299, 320
Get to the Root, 299, 323
Help from Cognates, 299, 317
Infer to Figure It Out, 299, 310
Insert a Synonym, 299, 302
It’s Right There in the Sentence! 299, 318
Know the Word, Use the Word, 299, 308
Look to Text Features, 299, 305
Mood as a Clue to Meaning, 299, 311
Multiple Meaning Words, 299, 304
Picture It, 299, 306
Read Up a Ladder, 299, 321
Retire Overworked Words, 299, 300
Say It Out Loud, 299, 301
Stick to Your Story, 299, 308
Use a Reference and Explain It, 299, 319
Use Part of Speech as a Clue, 299, 309
Use the Just-Right Word (Trait Word Sort), 299, 312
visual surveys, 227

THE READING STRATEGIES BOOK 33
Vocabulary and Language goal., strategies, continued
Word Part Clues—Prefixes and Suffixes, 299, 307
Word Relationships in a Phrase, 299, 316
and talking like an expert, 40
using words properly, 312
Vocabulary Is Comprehension: Getting to the Root of Text Complexity (Robb), 322, 323
voice
author’s, hearing when reading, 74
changing, when reading dialogue, 117
of fictional characters, language cues to, 128
loudness of, during conversations, 332
and matching feeling, 118
matching to meaning when storytelling, 123
and reading whole phrases, 116
reflecting meaning, 120
smooth, using partners to help improve, 116
and talking like an expert, 40
vowels
paired, looking for, 100
trying different sounds for, 96

What Readers Really Do: Teaching the Process of Meaning Making (Barnhouse and Vinton), 152, 194
What's in the Bubble? 165, 167
What's in a Character’s Heart? 165, 188
What's the Perspective on the Topic? 221, 243
What's Worth Keeping? 353, 358, 361
What's Your Problem? 133, 141
When Kids Can't Read—What Teachers Can Do: A Guide for Teachers 6–12 (Behr), 149
Where Am I? 133, 148
where or when questions, 148
white spaces, 153
The WHOLE and Teeny-Tiny Details, 23, 25
whole-book comprehension assessment, for reading nonfiction, 219
whole-book reading, stepping-stone technique, 27
whole-class instruction, presenting strategies during, 11
Who's Speaking? 133, 142
Who's Telling the Story? 165, 175
Why a Visual? 273, 283
within-the-text connections, 342
word charts, 28
word choice skill and persuasion, 244
strategies
Know the Word, Use the Word, 299, 313
Retire Overworked Words, 299, 300
Talk Like an Expert, 40
Word Part Clues—Prefixes and Suffixes, 299, 307, 323
word recognition skill, Say It Out Loud, 299, 301
Word Relationships in a Phrase, 299, 316
words. See also unfamiliar words;
Vocabulary and Language goal
finding meaning and importance of, 280
in glossaries, previewing, 284
letters versus, point strategies, 81
linking pictures to, 28

Words Across a Line Break, 79, 102
Words Their Way (Bear et al.), 77
Word Treasure Hunt, 23, 28
Write, Talk, Write, 353, 369
Write from Inside the Story, 353, 375
Writing About Reading: From Book Talk to Literary Essays, Grades 3–8 (Angelillo), 352, 361, 368, 372
Writing about Reading goal. See also writing long
choosing precise words, 300
and the hierarchy of reading goals, 3
identifying students who would benefit from, 351–52
importance, 350
skills associated with, 351
strategies
The Best of Times, the Worst of Times, 353, 365
Buying Stock in Sticky Notes, 353, 358
Character Connections Web, 353, 370
Compare Books for New Ideas, 353, 371
Five-Sentence Summary, 353, 362
Flash Essay, 353, 373
Idea Connections, 353, 376
Lifting a Line, 353, 367
My Reading Timeline, 353, 363
Nonfiction Readers Stop and Jot, 353, 359
Note Taking Helps to Understand Nonfiction, 353, 364
Pile It On, 353, 377
Quick Stops Using Symbols, 353, 355

W

Warm-Up and Transfer, 107, 114
warm up exercises, 109
Warm-Up Phrases, 107, 122
We Can Learn (and Give Advice) Based on How Characters Treat Each Other, 193, 196
What and So What, 221, 237
What Are You Left With? 193, 199
What Can Characters Teach Us? 193, 197
What Can I Do with a Sticky Note? 353, 360
What Does the Author Say? What Do I Say?, 221, 231
What Happened/What It Makes Me Think T-Chart, 353, 366
What I See/What I Think, 23, 39
Reacting, Responding, 353
Sketch a Memory, 353, 354
Transitioning from Sentence to Sentence, 353, 356–57
What Can I Do with a Sticky Note? 353, 360
What Happened/What It Makes Me Think T-Chart, 353, 366
What’s Worth Keeping? 353, 361
Write, Talk, Write, 353, 369
Write from Inside the Story, 353, 375
Writing Long, 353, 368
Writing to Question and Critique, 353, 374
writing long
and linking ideas, 356
pausing periodically to reflect, 369
prompts and processes for, 368
using sticky notes for, 360
Writing Long, 353, 368
writing workshop, 313
Yes, But Why? 165, 178
You’ve Got to “Get It” to Be Engaged, 47, 68

Visit Heinemann.com for additional resources